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Dissecting Schnorr’s Digital Signature Scheme 

Scott Baker 

 

 

Abstract 

 I was always curious about how personal information was stored and delivered 

through the Internet. In the real world we sign a receipt to verify that we are the people 

using our credit cards, but in the digital world, how can our signature become valid? I 

searched for the information and discovered that digital signatures exist via the Internet, 

and data encryption standard, known as the DES, is the standard the United States 

employ. The DES is the combination of El Gamal and Schnorr’s digital signature. 

Through this research paper I explored the Schnorr’s digital signature mainly, by using 

the MATHLAB and the math model tools. The bases of the key generated by the digital 

signature have its principal in number theory, so I also learned about the modular rules.   

1. Introduction  

1.1 What is cryptography? 

     Cryptography dates back to the ancient times when simple methods were used to 

encrypt messages. Scytale and Polybius were simple devices used to encrypt 

messages for military services to deliver secret messages between troops. The most 

known encryption method is the Caesar cipher by Julius Caesar in 100 BC, which 

uses a substitution cipher. In a substitution cipher, each letter is shifted to substitute 

another letter. For instance, shifted by 5 places implies that ‘A’ is replaced with ‘F’. 

However, due to the frequency of letters used in the language, this method was easily 
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broken.  

 Later in the 19th century, electric encryption key was introduced by Hebern 

which was called the Hebern rotor machine. Using a single rotor, the key was in the 

rotating disk and the key encoded a substitution table. Therefore, pressing the 

keyboard resulted the output of the cipher text. However, as the Caesar cipher, the 

first electronic contraption was broken by letter frequencies. As a result, in order to 

spread out the letter frequency, the Germans used the Enigma machine through the 

end of World War I and heavily during World War II. There were 3 to 4 motors for 

each machine and the rate the motor rotates resulted the cipher text. Therefore, the 

initial setting of the keyboard was required to decode the encrypted message. 

However, Enigma machine was decrypted by Poland’s cipher bureau. Throughout 

history, encryption was developed mainly to secure military information and deliver 

war tactics. Broken encryption methods resulted in failure of certain battles.  

 Therefore, it was important to not only secure their messages but also to decrypt 

the enemies messages. The field of cryptography was enlarged by the two world wars 

and major breakthroughs were made during this time.  

1.2  Why is Cryptography Important? 

     In the later 1900s, the use of cryptography became widespread with commercial 

usage. Businesses were trying to secure their information from competitors and 

customers were demanding some kind of encryption methods. One of the innovative 

company, IBM formed a crypto group and designed a cipher, Lucifer. Now IBM 

possessed a good crypto support. Later, known for a block cipher, Lucifer was 

adopted as the DES(Data Encryption Standard). However, the computing power 
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increased geometrically that eventually broke the key through brute force attack. The 

brute force attack led to increase the complexity of the secret key to slow the time it 

takes to obtain a possible plain message.  

      Most of the cryptography remains partly hidden. Since the value of encryption 

method is determined through how secure the key remains, major discoveries are not 

exposed publicly. As a result, the discoveries of new methods were not revealed to 

public and were primarily operated in encryption related institutions.  

      Digital signatures can be seen as handwritten signatures in electronic format. It 

refers to any electronic data that carries the purpose of a signature, but not all 

electronic signatures use digital signatures. It demonstrates the authenticity of the 

message or document. A valid digital signature will provide the recipient with the 

certainty that the message was sent by the person he or she wanted. It is commonly 

used in software distribution, financial transactions, and places to detect forgery or 

tampering.  

2. El Gamal Digital Signature 

      Above diverse digital signature mechanisms, Schnorr’s Signature is one of the 

modern digital signatures using asymmetric cryptography. It also provides a non-

repudiation, which means that the signer cannot successfully claim that they did not 

signed a signature. Non-repudiation schemes have time stamps. Therefore, even when 

the private key is exposed, the time stamp makes the digital signature valid. Also, 

Schnorr’s signature is based on discrete logarithm problems which base comes from 

the El Gamal Digital Signature.  

El Gamal digital signature scheme is one of the famous digital signatures 
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based on difficulty of computing discrete logarithms. Taher ElGamal described it. It 

employs asymmetric key encryption and its algorithms are used in the free GNU 

Privacy Guard software. Its security depends upon the difficulty of a certain 

problem.  

In order to generate a key pair (public key - a secret key), a first chosen large 

prime integer P and large integer G, where G <R. The sender of the signed document 

(Alice) and receiver (Bob) use in the calculations similar large integers P (~ 10308 

or ~ 21024) and G (~ 10154 or ~ 2512), which are not secret.  

The algorithm is as follows: 

1. Alice chooses random integer X, 1< Х ≤ (Р-1), and compute 

Y =GX mod Р. 

The number Y is the public key used to verify the signature of the sender. The 

number of Y is open to all potential recipients of transferred documents. The number X is 

the sender's private key for signing documents and should be kept secret. 

2. Alice hashes a message M using the hash function h: 

m=h(M), 1<m<(Р-1), 

and generates random integer K,  1<K<(P-1) such that K and (P-1) are 

coprime. 

3. Alice computes an integer a by the formula 

а = GK mod Р. 

4. Alice computes integer b, solving the equation (see e.g.[9]): 

m=X*a+K*b (mod (P-1)) 
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with help of extended Euclid's algorithm. 

The pair of numbers (a,b) form digital signature S 

S=(a,b) 

affixed to the document M. 

 A triple (M, a, b) is sent to the recipient, while the pair (X, K) is kept secret. 

5. After receiving the signed message (M, a, b) Bob should verify is the signature 

S = (a, b) corresponding to the message M. 

He first calculates the hash-value of the received message M: 

m = h (M).  

6. Then he calculates the value 

А = Ya ab (mod Р) 

and recognizes the message authentic if and only if  

А = Gm (mod Р). 

In other words, a receiver checks the equity of ratio  

Ya ab (mod Р)= Gm (mod Р). 

The last equation is satisfied if the signature S = (a, b)  

We can demonstrate that the last equation is satisfied if and only the signature is 

S= (a,b) under the document M that is obtained through using a secret key of X, from 

which the public key Y was obtained. Therefore, without disclosing the key itself, one 

can make sure the sender of the message M was the holder of the private key, which is X, 

and the sender signed the document M.  

However, the problem of ElGamal digital signature scheme is in the large size of 

P.  
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3. Schnorr's Digital Signature 

To decrease the size of the signature Schnorr created new scheme, based on 

ElGamal. It includes 3 big steps  

 

I. Generating of keys. 

II. Generating of signature.  

III. Verification of signature. 

 

3.1 Generating of Keys 

 

Let’s consider the 1st step: 

Generating of keys for Schnorr signature is performed similar to DSA [3]: 

1) Alice selects prime number p, which length (as usual) is equal to 1024 bits. 

2) Alice selects another prime number q such that (mod q). It is accepted to 

choose the size of q equals to 160 bits. 

3) Alice selects e1≠1, such that (mod p) . It can be realized by organizing 

simple iteration procedure. 

4) Alice selects integer number d<q, as her secret key. 

5) Alice calculates . 

So, public Alice’s key is (e1,e2,p,q) and her secret key is d. 

 

Example 1. 

Suppose p=88667. Let’s factor p-1 with help of MatLab [5] : 

>> factor(88666) 
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ans =           2          43        1031 

So, we can select  q=1031.  

To do the next step we should use special function, which has been generated in 

previous paper (see [3]): 

function R = modulopower(X, N, M) 

X = rem(X, M); 

R = 1; 

while N > 0 

   if rem(N, 2) == 0 

       X = rem(X * X, M); 

       N = N / 2; 

   else 

       R = rem(R * X, M); 

       N = N - 1; 

   end 

end 

end 

Remark, that there are several elements that are satisfy equation (mod p). 

They can be found by the cycle: 

>>p=88677; q=1031;i=i0; 

>> while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1 

i=i+1 

     end 

 

E.g. if i0=70300 then e1=70322.  

Let’s check it 

>> modulopower(70322,1031,88667) 

 

ans =     1 

 

I.e. (mod 88667). 

 Let’s Alice select d=755, so  =13136: 

>> modulopower(70322,1031-755,88667) 

 

ans =       13136 

 

Thus, Alice’s set of keys consists of (70322,13136,88667,1031). 
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Exercise 1. 

Suppose p=48731, q=443. It is required: 

a) check the condition (mod q); 

b) find arbitrary e1 near 10000 with help of MATLAB, organizing iteration 

procedure; 

c) select d<443 and e2  with help of MATLAB. 

 

 

Solution 

a) Let’s factor number p using embedded MatLab function factor: 

>> factor(48730) 

 

ans =     2     5    11   443 

 

b) Acting as in Example 1, we get 

p=48731;q=443;i=10000; while modulopower(i,q,p)~=1 

i=i+1 

     end 

 

… 

i =       10228 

 

So, e1=10228. 

c) Selecting  d=357 we can calculate   𝑒2 = 𝑒1
𝑞−𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 with help of MatLab 

>> e1=10228;e2=modulopower(e1,q-d,p) 

 

e2 =       42300 

 

Thus, Alice’s set of public keys consists of (10228,42300,48731,443). 

 

3.2  Generating the Signature 

 

Let’s consider the 2nd step 

1) Alice select arbitrary number rϵ(1,q). It should be performed every time when she 
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is going to transfer a new message.  

2) Alice calculates and generates first signature S1 with help of hash function_: 

S1=h(M|g1) where M is message; a|b denotes concatenation of expressions. 

3) Alice calculates second signature S2=(r+d*S1)mod q.  

4) Alice transfers M, S1 and S2. 

 

Example 2  Calculate S1 and S2 for the test message M=1000 using Alice’s keys, 

generating in Example 1. 

 

Solution. 

a) Let’s use MATLAB embedded function randi to find r 

>> q=1031;r=randi(q,1,1) 

ans =   987 

b) Then we find g1 

>> r=987;e1=70322;p=88667;g1= modulopower(e1,r,p) 

 

g1 =       85882 

c) To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the 

number of digits of g1: 

function f=numdigits(x) 

n=x; k=1; 

if n<10; 

    s=0; 

else 

    s=mod(n,10); 

    while n>10; 

        h=mod(n,10); 

        g=h/10; 

        n=(n/10)-g; 

         k=k+1; 

    end 

end 

k 

end 

 

Applying this function gives 
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>> numdigits(g1) 

k =     5 

So, concatenation will be done as 

>> M=1000;M1=M*10^k+g1 

M1 =   100085882 

d) To end this block we use hash function H(x)= x2 mod Z, where Z<p is integer 

which has the same digits as p: 

>> M1=100085882; Z=76543;S1=mod(M1^2,Z) 

S1 =       37718 

e)    Calculating S2  

>> q=1031;d=755;r=987;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q) 

S2 =   826 

 

Thus, expression to transfer are M=1000; S1=37718; S2=826. 

 

Exercise 2. Calculate S1 and S2 for the test message M=2000 using Alice’s keys, 

generating in Exercise 1 with the same hash-function as in Example 2. 

 

Solution 

a) Let’s use MATLAB embedded function randi to find r 

>> q1=443;r1=randi(q1,1,1) 

r1=63 

b) Then we find g1 

>> e1=10228;p1=48731;g1= modulopower(e1,r1,p1) 

g1 =       15963 

c) To define concatenation of numbers we write simple function for calculating the 

number of digits of g1: 

>> g1=15963; numdigits(g1) 

k=5 

So, concatenations will be done as 
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>> M=2000;M1=M*10^k+g1 

M1= 200015963 

d) To end this block we use hash function H(x)= x2 mod Z as in Example 2 

>> M1=200015963; Z=43210;S1=mod(M1^2,Z) 

S1 =       12668 

e) Calculating S2  

>> q=443;d=357;r=63;S2=mod(r+d*S1,q) 

S2 =   395 

 

Thus, expression to transfer are M=2000; S1=12668; S2=404. 

 

3.4  Verification of the Signature 

 

Let’s consider the last step.  

 

After receiving pocket (M,S1,S2)  from Alice, Bob do the next 

1) Calculates V=h(M| 𝑒1
𝑆2𝑒2

𝑆1𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝). 

2) Checks the validity of S2 mod p = V mod p. If true then a message is adopted if 

false then a message is rejected. 

 

Example 3. Let’s check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in 

Example 2. 

 

 a) To calculate  we will use the rule a·b mod p = ((a mod p)·(b mod p))mod p [9]. I.e. . 

Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get  

>> e1=70322;e2=13136;S1=37718;S2=826;p=88667; 

G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p) 

 

G =       85882 
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b) To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2 

  

>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G 

k =     5 

M1 =   100085882 

>> Z=76543;V=mod(M1^2,Z) 

V =       37718 

 

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted. 

 

Exercise 3. 

Check the Alice’s authenticity of the signature, generating in Exercise 2.  

 

Solution 

a) Applying function modulopower, for known values of e1,e2,S1,S2,p we get  

>> e1=10228;p=48731;e2=42300;S1=12668;S2=395;  

G=mod(modulopower(e1,S2,p)* modulopower(e2,S1,p),p) 

 

G =       15963 

 

b)  To calculate h(M|G) we act analogously to the Example 2 

  

>> numdigits(G); M1=M*10^k+G 

k =     5 

M1 =   200015963 

>> Z=43210; V=mod(M1^2,Z) 

V =      12668 

 

Since V=S1 mod p, so the message is adopted. 
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4.  Schnorr Authentication Protocol 

The algorithm of the protocol is as follows: 

1. Pretreatment.  

Alice chooses a random number r, (r< q) and calculates . These computations are 

preliminary and may be made long before Bob advents. 

2. Initiation. Alice sends x to Bob. 

3. Bob chooses a random number R between 0 and 2t-1 and sends it to Alice. 

4. Alice computes S= r + dR (mod q) and sends S to Bob. 

5. Confirmation. Bob computes (mod p) and identifies Alice if z=x. 

The security of this algorithm depends on the parameter t. The autopsy of the 

algorithm is approximately equal to 2t. This algorithm can be also realized in MatLab 

without any difficulties. 

 

5.  Conclusion  

 The research paper about Schnorr’s Digital Signature gave me an idea of how my 

personal information was secured throughout the internet. Generating the key and 

authentication process was simple in form but complicated in decoding. Also, this process 

of exploration taught me how to use MATLAB and format a research paper. Exploring the 

way that digital signatures developed from the El Gamal digital signature to the Schnorr’s 

signature and how the United States adopted their DES to combine the two ways was 

intriguing in how the development took place.  

 Throughout the history of cryptography, it always has been a matter of how the 

information can be secured secretly to prevent the hackers from hacking into the 

information and causing disruption. Authentication is an important matter since it proves 

the accuracy of the information. The fast developing hacking industry has induced 

developers to come up with a more secure and complicated method. Since nowadays, brute 
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force attack can decrypt any message that is encrypted and it is the matter of time that 

causes problem, the key has to be longer and harder to find out. Especially, the quantum 

computers directly employ the quantum mechanical phenomena to perform the operation 

of data. They differ from digital computers and foster the speed of decryption. Coming up 

with the way to prevent the brute force attack can be a future object for people in the field 

but also decoding the key will always be parallel to the development.  

 Therefore, I would like to further explore how to generate and decode the key in a 

more efficient way. How to factorize the prime number has always been enigma to the 

developers in the field, so I want to explore how they came up with the thought and how 

efficient factorizing can take place using certain methods.  
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Exploring the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)  

 

Young Gun Lee 

 

1. Introduction 

The great military strategist Sun Tzu once said, “If you know the enemy and know 

yourself you need not fear the results of a hundred battles.” His wise words highlight the 

importance of military information. Back in the ancient times, intercepting enemy 

information was only possible through attempting to acquire the physical code or 

information.  

Many say that information is more important than weapons. In the contemporary 

era, the majority of the population are tech-savvy and are capable of utilizing the internet. 

The age of internet security and coding is relatively short, but the human race has shown 

an astronomical improvement over time. Cryptography was of great importance especially 

in World War II. Germany alone had eight different ciphering machines during the war, 

one of which was the infamous Enigma. During the war, many deemed this machine 

‘unbreakable’ until 1932 when the Polish Cipher Bureau successfully decoded the 

enciphered messages from German Enigma machines. The machine itself is quite simple. 

At the press of a button, the rotor would rotate and create a new electric pathway, different 

from the one before the change. The Enigma was the basis of the majority of today’s cipher 

machines. 

Military level cryptography will always exist and be crucial to one’s nation. 

However, cryptography has also come down to a personal level in the modern era. 
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Although the internet allows us to communicate and gather information from all over the 

world, it also has a major flaw: hackers. While not all hackers are bad, the malicious type 

of hackers, called ‘crackers’, are the malefactors that one should avoid.  They loot off of  

personal information on the internet.  

When the issue had garnered the attention of the federal bureau, the government 

investigated alternative ways to bolster its online security measures. The National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) sought for the answer in the people. They held a 

public competition to develop a new encryption system that would be the successor of the 

Data Encryption Standard which was deemed too frangible. Over the five-year open testing 

period with fifteen candidates including CAST-256, CRYPTON, DEAL, DFC, E2, FROG, 

HPC, LOKI97, MAGENTA, MARS, RC6, Rijndael, SAFER+, Serpent, and Twofish, five 

finalists were chosen - RC6, Rijndael, Twofish. Serpent, and MARS. After a rigorous 

selection process, Rijndael preceded to develop what would become the basis of the 

Advanced Encryption Standard: the AES. 

2.1 Overview 

AES is a cryptographic standard specifying symmetric block cipher. Rijndael is a 

carefully chosen block cypher that successfully protected American internet for many years. 

It’s used to encrypt a variety of information, such as secret government data, private 

information, and messages. It’s used in specifications of W3C, IETF, ISOC—organizations 

which develop standards for the Internet. Millions of people unconsciously use Rijndael, a 

symmetric-key block algorithm, in their daily lives. Cryptographic algorithms are 

commonly used to keep information to oneself, or to one group of people. These algorithms 

make it almost impossible to access the information without a specific key. 
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Symmetric-key algorithms makes it necessary that both parties, while encrypting and 

decrypting, have the common key to access the information. Per contra, there are 

asymmetric algorithms using different keys for encryption and decryption and there are 

also public-key algorithms. Block cipher means that the data to encrypt or decrypt is 

divided into different sized blocks. For AES, the size of the block is 128 bits. 

 2.2 Qualifications 

1. Security 

2. Cost 

3. Algorithm and Implementation Characteristics 

For obvious reasons, security was the deciding factor for the use of Rijndael. The 

strengths of Rijndael were the resistance of the algorithm to cryptanalysis, soundness of its 

mathematical basis, randomness of the algorithm output, and relative security as compared 

to other candidates. 

Cost was a second important area of evaluation. These costs encompass licensing 

requirements, computational efficiency (speed) on various platforms, and memory 

requirements. Since one of NIST’s goals was that the final AES algorithm be available 

worldwide on a royalty-free basis, public comments were specifically sought on 

intellectual property claims and any potential conflicts. Additionally, the speed of the 

algorithm on a variety of platforms needed to be considered. During Round 1, the focus 

was primarily on the speed associated with 128-bit keys. During Round 2, hardware 

implementations and the speeds associated with the 192 and 256-bit key sizes were 

addressed. Memory requirements and software implementation constraints for software 

implementations of the candidates were also important considerations. The third area of 
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evaluation was algorithm and implementation characteristics, such as flexibility, hardware 

and software suitability, and algorithm simplicity.  

 

The flexibility of an algorithm includes the ability: 

 To handle key and block sizes beyond the minimum that must be supported 

 To be implemented securely and efficiently in many different types of environments 

 To be implemented as a stream cipher, hashing algorithm, and to provide additional 

cryptographic services. 

It must be feasible to implement an algorithm in both hardware and software, and 

efficient firmware implementations were considered advantageous. The relative simplicity 

of an algorithm’s design was also an evaluation factor. During the evaluations, the question 

about the number of algorithms chosen for the standard was solved. In terms of resiliency, 

if one AES algorithm was broken, there would be at least one more AES algorithm 

available and implemented. Intellectual property concerns could surface later, calling into 

question the royalty-free availability of a particular algorithm. An alternative algorithm 

might provide an immediately available alternative that would not be affected by the 

envisioned concern. A set of AES algorithms could cover a wider range of desirable traits 

more effectively than using a single algorithm. In particular, it might be possible to offer 

higher security and efficiency not possible with a single algorithm. 

Despite these benefits, the arguments in favor of one algorithm used in the standard 

were more convincing:  

 Multiple AES algorithms would increase interoperability complexity and raise 

costs when multiple algorithms were implemented in products. 

 Multiple algorithms could be seen as multiplying the number of potential 

“intellectual property attacks” against implementers. 
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 The specification of multiple algorithms might cause the public to question NIST’s 

confidence in the security of any of the algorithms. 

Hardware implementers could make better use of available resources by improving 

the performance of a single algorithm than by including multiple algorithms. 

 

On the basis of these three categories, Rijndael was proven to be superior over the other 

encryption methods and was chosen as the Advanced Encryption Standard. 

3. Mathematical Preliminaries 

The mathematical basis needed to understand the key concept of Rijndael is shown in 

this section.  

 

Definition 3.1 Commutative ring is a non-empty set A endowed with two binary operations: 

+ (addition), ⋅ (multiplication), that obey following laws: 

Ring is an abelian group with respect to addition: 

1. (a+b)+c=a+(b+c)    ∀a,b,c∈A—associativity of addition. 

2. a+b=b+a    ∀a,b∈A—commutativity of addition. 

3. There exists an identity element of A called zero (0), such that addition of any element a 

with zero produces a: ∀a∈A    a+0=a 

4. For any element a there exists inverse element: ∀a∈A ∃(−a):a+(−a)=0. 

Ring is a monoid with respect to multiplication: 

1. (a⋅b)⋅c=a⋅(b⋅c)    ∀a,b,c∈A—associativity of addition. 

2. a⋅b=b⋅a    ∀a,b∈A—commutativity of multiplication. 

3. There exists an identity element of A called unit (1), such that multiplication of any 

element a with unit produces a: ∀a∈A    a⋅1=a 

Multiplication is distributive with respect to addition: 
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 a⋅(b+c)=(b+c)⋅a=(a⋅b)+(a⋅c)    ∀a,b,c∈A. 

Binary operations: 

 

 

are functions that result in a different form of the same set or numbers. They are usually 

written in infix form a+b, instead of +(a,b) that is used for almost all functions. 

Further we will use word “ring” for the term “commutative ring”. We will also omit 

symbol of multiplication and write ab instead of a⋅b. Examples of rings: integer numbers 

Z, rational numbers Q, real numbers R, rings of integers modulo n: polynomial rings K[x], 

formal power series K[[x]], etc. 

You should note that −a is a whole symbol, not a result of applying “minus” operation 

to element a. On the contrary, the concept of subtraction is defined in terms of inverse 

elements. To subtract b from a means to add (−b) to a: a−b=a+ (−b). 

 

Definition 3.2 An element a of ring A is called invertible, if it has multiplicative inverse: 

∃b∈A:a⋅b=1. Multiplicative inverse of a is denoted as . 

 For example, in ring Z there are two invertible elements: 1 and −1. 

 What are the invertible elements of real numbers R? 

Definition 3.3 Field is a commutative ring where 0≠1 and every nonzero element is 

invertible. 

Examples of fields: rational numbers Q, real numbers R, complex numbers C. Integer 

numbers do not form a field. 
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Roughly speaking, elements of fields behave like usual numbers, like rationals or reals. 

For example these facts are true: 

1. a⋅0=0 for any element a. 

2. Fields have no zero divisors: from ab=0 it follows, that a=0 or b=0. 

Theorem 3.1 Let a,b be elements of a field F. If ab=0, then a=0 or b=0 (or both). 

Proof: If both a and b are not invertible, then both of them are equal to zero. Suppose one 

of them is invertible, for example a. 

Then multiply identity ab=0 by 𝑎−1: 

𝑎−1 · 𝑎𝑏 = 𝑎−1 · 0 

(𝑎−1𝑎)𝑏 = 0 

1 · 𝑏 = 0 

𝑏 = 0 

 

Exercise 1. Prove the first statement from above. 

Answer:  Using properties we get: 0a = (0+0)a=0a+0a, therefore 0a-0a=0a, that is 

equivalent to 0a=0. 

Fields are distinguished by the number of elements, if a field has finite number of 

elements it’s called finite or Galois1 field, if a field has infinite number of elements then 

it’s called an infinite field. We are going to work only with finite fields. 

There are fields, that behave in not so usual way, for example, 1+1+1=0 in a field GF(3). 

                                                      
1  Évariste Galois, 1811—1832, French mathematician. 
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Definition 3.4 Characteristic of a field is the smallest positive number n, such that 

 

If there is no such number n, then characteristic is defined to be zero. 

Theorem 3.2 If a field has finite characteristic n, then n is necessarily a prime number. 

You can try to prove that theorem yourself. 

Any finite field has number of elements equal to 𝑝𝑛, where p is a prime number and n 

is some integer greater than zero. Such field is denoted as GF( 𝑝𝑛 ). That field has 

characteristic p. Finite fields with the same number of elements are isomorphic, they form 

the same algebraic structure, differing only in their representation. 

You should be familiar with modular arithmetic of 𝑍𝑛 . Elements of that ring are 

“remainders” 2  of division of integers by n. If n is prime, then it’s a field that is 

interchangeably denoted as 𝑍𝑛, GF(n), 𝐹𝑛. 

You can define a structure of a field on some set A by specifying its multiplication and 

addition tables, for example GF(3) has three elements we denote by a, b, c: 

 

+ a b c 

a a b c 

b b c a 

c c a b 

 

· a b c 

a a a a 

b a b c 

c a c b 

 

                                                      
2  To be precise, that ring is not a ring of remainders, rather a ring of classes of 

equivalence of remainders, that’s why this term will be used in quotes. 
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  You can ensure, that the field laws are satisfied, so A with these operations is indeed a 

field. As it’s been already said, that field is isomorphic to any other field with 3 elements. 

Actually instead of symbols a, b, c we could use 0, 1, 2 and GF(3) is just a field  of integers 

modulo 3 where the tables look like: 

+ 0 1 2 

0 0 1 2 

1 1 2 0 

2 2 0 1 

 

· 0 1 2 

0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 2 

2 0 2 1 

 

Definition 3.5 Polynomial over field F is an expression 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥 + 𝑏2𝑥2+. . . +𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛 , 

where all coefficients 𝑏𝑖are from field F. Addition and multiplication of polynomials are 

defined as usual, you expand the parentheses and reduce the common terms. 

For instance: (2𝑥 + 3𝑥2) · (1 + 𝑥) = 2𝑥 + 3𝑥2 + 2𝑥2 + 3𝑥3 = 2𝑥 + 5𝑥2 + 3𝑥3. 

Theorem 3.3 Polynomials over a field form a ring. 

The degree of a polynomial is the highest degree of its nonzero terms. The degree of  

𝑥2 + 𝑥3 is 3, the degree of 3 + 0𝑥2is 0. The degree of a polynomial f is denoted as deg f. 

Just like as integers, you can define modulo operation on polynomial ring. For two 

polynomials f and g there exist unique polynomials q and r, such that: 

 f=gq+r, 

where deg r < deg g. Polynomial q is called quotient and r is called remainder. 
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The same stands for modulo ring, we can define a ring of “remainders” of division by 

a given polynomial f (it’s also called reduction polynomial). That ring consists of 

polynomials with degree less than degree of f. With an accurate choice of f this ring 

becomes a field. 

Definition 3.6 Polynomial f over field F is said to be irreducible, if there are no 

polynomials g, h over F with degrees greater than zero, such that f=gh. 

For example, 𝑥2 + 1 is irreducible over R, but it’s reducible over C, as we can 

decompose it as (𝑥 + 𝑖)(𝑥 − 𝑖). 

Theorem 3.4 If f is an irreducible polynomial, then the ring of “remainders” of division 

by f is a field. 

For a finite field GF(𝑝𝑛), field of polynomials modulo some polynomial f is considered 

to be a canonical representation of that field. 

Let’s consider field as a field of polynomials over GF(2) modulo f=x2+x+1. Writing 

out all polynomials from that field: 0, 1, x, x+1.  

 

Tables for that field: 

+ 0 1 x x+1 

0 0 1 x x+1 

1 1 0 x+1 x 

x x x+1 0 1 

x+1 x+1 x 1 0 

 

· 0 1 x x+1 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 1 x x+1 

x 0 x x+1 1 

x+1 0 x+1 1 x 
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   For instance, (𝑥 + 1)(𝑥 + 1) = 𝑥2 + 2𝑥 + 1 = 𝑥2 + 1 . (Don’t forget, coefficients 

are from GF(2), where 2=0). And  𝑥2 + 1equals x modulo 𝑥2 + 𝑥 + 1. 

Further we will need to consider polynomials representing field GF(28) modulo 𝑥8 +

𝑥4 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1. They are just polynomials of degree not greater than 7 with coefficients 

either 1 or 0. 

 

Exercise 2. What is the inverse of x in GF(28) with reducing polynomial 𝑥8 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥3 +

𝑥 + 1? 

Answer:  𝑥7 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥2 + 1 

Byte is a collection of 8 bits, therefore every byte represents some polynomial from 

GF(28). For example, 10011111 represents 𝑥7 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥 + 1. Note that sum of 

two polynomials is equal to the XOR (exclusive bitwise “or” operation) of bytes they are 

represented by. Usually we will denote XOR operation by ⊕, or just by ordinary +. 

 

4. Description of Rijndael 

4.1. Preface 

In this section we will describe the specification of Rijndael and implement it in 

Wolfram Mathematica language. 

Mathematica is a high-level language that was nt created for low-level operations, 

however, Rijndael description mostly uses them. We will encounter some advantages of 

using Mathematica and its built-in packages. 
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Code from this paper should be not considered as efficient implementation of Rijndael, 

rather as educational one. Don’t copy verbatim code from the code snippets, as some 

characters from couldn’t be copied right to the Wolfram notebook. We also will use 

CamelCase titles for functions. We will use decimal representation of bytes, for example 

integer 255 represents byte 11111111. 

4.2. Rijndael 

Rijndael is a key-iterated block cipher which means that the input for it is divided into 

blocks of predefined size. In order to obtain ciphertext, an iterative application of 

transformation (called round), to the block is used. 

Unencrypted data is called plaintext and the encrypted data is called ciphertext. Data 

does not need to be just text, it could be anything translatable into series of bytes. 

The input and output data of Rijndael are one-dimensional arrays of bytes. For 

encryption, the input is a plaintext block and a master key (or cipher key) the output is a 

ciphertext block. For decryption, the input is a ciphertext block and a master key 

(decryption key), the output is a plaintext block. 

Depending on the key length, number of rounds can be 10 for 128-bit key, 12 for 196-

bit key and 14 for 256-bit key. The block length adopted by Advanced Encryption Standard 

is always 128 bits long, however, in original specification of Rijndael algorithm block size 

could vary. 

4.3. Encryption 

Core steps for encryption can be written as: 

1. Obtaining the state 
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2. Key schedule 

3. Initial round 

  (a) AddRoundKey(state, round key) 

4. Ordinary rounds 

  (a) SubBytes(state) 

  (b) ShiftRows(state) 

  (c) MixColumns(state) 

  (d) AddRoundKey(state, round key) 

5. Final round 

  (a) SubBytes(state) 

  (b) ShiftRows(state) 

  (c) AddRoundKey(state, round key) 

We will discuss steps of the algorithm not in the order shown above. As you could 

notice, the only difference between “ordinary” round and the final round is the absence of 

MixColumn step. 

 

4.4. Obtaining the State 

Rijndael operations are defined to act on a “state” which is 4 by 4 array of bytes. Let’s 

denote 16 bytes of the plaintext. These bytes arranged into a matrix (further the word matrix 

will be used to denote a two-dimensional array) in a following way: 

𝐴 = [

𝑏1 𝑏5 𝑏9 𝑏13

𝑏2 𝑏6 𝑏10 𝑏14

𝑏3 𝑏7 𝑏11 𝑏15

𝑏4 𝑏8 𝑏12 𝑏16

]. 
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So, if we as usual denote by aijan element of A in ith row and jth column, the rule for 

making matrix from bytes can be written as: 

 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑏𝑖+4𝑗, where 1⩽i⩽4 and 0≤j≤3 

with enumeration of columns and rows beginning from one. 

The following Wolfram Mathematica code arranges first 16 elements of a list into a 

matrix in the needed way: 

State[list_] := Table[list[[i + 4*j]], {i, 1, 4}, {j, 0, 3}] 

After encryption is done, i.e. the final round was performed and we got the resulting 

state a, the cyphertext is constructed from the state by taking bytes in the same order: 

𝑐𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑑4,𝑖 4⁄  

4.5. Ordinary Rounds 

4.5.1. SubBytes 

The SubBytes step is the only non-linear transformation of the state. For SubBytes 

action we need to treat every byte of the state as a polynomial representation of the finite 

field  GF(28) element with  𝑥8 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1 polynomial used for modulo reduction. 

The action of SubBytes consists of taking a multiplicative inverse of a polynomial (with 

zero mapped to the zero) and an affine transformation3. 

                                                      
3  Affine transformation F of a vector v (in our case it’s just polynomial over finite 

field) is a composition of a linear transformation with an addition of some vector b: 

F(v)=A(v)+b. In our case that means multiplication of the column-vector v by some matrix 

A and summing the result with some vector b. 
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Here we take a byte, b, treat it as polynomial and find its inverse 𝑐 = 𝑏−1  with 

coefficients 𝑐0, 𝑐1, . . . , 𝑐7, afterwards affine transformation is used as follows: 

SubBytes(b)=[

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

][

𝑐0

𝑐1

𝑐2

𝑐3

𝑐4

𝑐5

𝑐6

𝑐7

]+[

1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0

]. 

 

Wolfram Mathematica has a package used for computations over finite fields, 

however, it doesn’t have the inverse function, so we will find multiplicative inverses by 

extended Euclidean algorithm. 

 

Wolfram code: 

InversePolynomial[p_] := 

 If[p === 0, 0, PolynomialExtendedGCD[( x^8 + x^4 + x^3 + x + 1), p, x, Modulus -> 2][[2, 2]]]   

 

This function computes the multiplicative inverse of the polynomial p(x) modulo 

chosen polynomial: 𝑥8 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1 . For instance, the inverse of the polynomial 

𝑥4 + 𝑥 + 1 is the polynomial 𝑥6 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1.  

One can ensure by multiplying: 

(𝑥4 + 𝑥 + 1) · (𝑥6 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1) = 1 + 2𝑥 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + 2𝑥4 + 𝑥5 + 𝑥6 + 2𝑥7 + 𝑥10 =

= 1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥5 + 𝑥6 + 𝑥10 = 1(𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑥8 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥 + 1)
 

List of coefficients of a polynomial can be obtained by using Coefficient List. 
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Note that Inverse Polynomial function expects the input to be a polynomial of variable 

x, not a list of coefficients. 

Exercise 1. 

Create function PolynomialFromByte that takes a byte and returns a polynomial 

representing it. 

Answer 1: 

PolynomialFromByte[byte_] := 

 x^Range[0,7].Reverse[PadLeft[IntegerDigits[byte,2],8]] 

So, SubBytes function looks as follows: 

SubBytes[p_]:=Part[FromDigits[Mod[( 

[

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

].Reverse[ 

CoefficientList[InversePolynomial[p],x,8]]+([

1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0

]),2],2],1] 

 

Composing SubBytes with PolynomialFromByte will give us a function that takes 

byte and produces its inverse. 

For instance, SubBytes[PolynomialFromByte[3]] produces 123. 

In further text function SubBytes is exactly the composition from above, so it takes 

bytes and returns bytes. 
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Instead of writing the inverse and affine transformation functions for every 

implementation, a precomputed substitution table (called S-box) can be made for all bytes. 

Exercise 2. 

Create such a table 

Answer: 

Table[SubBytes[PolynomialFromByte[i+j]],{i,0,15},{j,0,15}] 

Usually that table is represented in hexadecimal and it looks like: 

 

4.5.2. ShiftRows 

At the step ShiftRows every row of the state is cyclically shifted to the left. The ith row 

is shifted i−1 positions to the left. 

Schematically the transformation could be viewed as: 
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[

𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑
𝑒 𝑓 𝑔 ℎ
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑙

𝑚 𝑛 𝑜 𝑝

] → [

𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑
𝑓 𝑔 ℎ 𝑒
𝑘 𝑙 𝑖 𝑗
𝑝 𝑚 𝑛 𝑜

] 

. 

Exercise 3. 

Implement ShiftRows function in Wolfram Mathematica. 

 

 

Answer: 

ShiftRows[state_] := Module[{m = state}, 

  m[[2]] = RotateLeft[state[[2]],1]; 

  m[[3]] = RotateLeft[state[[3]],2]; 

  m[[4]] = RotateLeft[state[[4]],3]; m] 

 

4.5.3. MixColumns 

The MixColumns step operates on the columns of the state. The column consisting of 

four bytes is treated as a polynomial over GF(28)4. Polynomial-column is multiplied by a 

fixed polynomial 𝑐(𝑥) = 0𝑥03 · 𝑥3 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥 + 0𝑥02 . Here the coefficients 0x03 and 

0x02 are treated as elements of GF(28). Multiplication is reduced modulo 𝑥4 + 1. 

Polynomial c(x) is coprime to 𝑥4 + 1 , therefore it’s invertible. It ensures that 

MixColumns operation is invertible and ciphertext can be decrypted in the only right way. 

Multiplication can be written as matrix multiplication. Let’s denote: 

                                                      
4  Don’t mix up with polynomials over GF(2), coefficients of a polynomial over 

GF(28) can be themselves treated as polynomials over GF(2). 
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𝑏(𝑥) = 𝑐(𝑥) · 𝑎(𝑥)𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑥4 + 1), 

Then: 

[

𝑏0

𝑏1

𝑏2

𝑏3

] = [

0𝑥02 0𝑥03 0𝑥01 0𝑥01
0𝑥01 0𝑥02 0𝑥03 0𝑥01
0𝑥01 0𝑥01 0𝑥02 0𝑥03
0𝑥03 0𝑥01 0𝑥01 0𝑥02

][

𝑎0

𝑎1

𝑎2

𝑎3

]. 

For this step Mathematica’s package “FiniteFields” fits perfectly. An element of 

GF(28), for example the polynomial  𝑥5 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥in this package is defined as: 

 

GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0}]. 

 

Where 2 denotes the characteristic of the field, the first list {1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1} denotes 

the coefficients of the reducing polynomial  and {0,1,0,1,0,1,0,0} denotes the list of 

coefficients of considered polynomial. 

So, for implementing this step we need to translate hexadecimal values 0x02, 0x03, 

0x01 to Mathematica’s finite field elements and do the same with values 𝑎0, 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3. 

After such a translation ordinary matrix multiplication would produce the needed result. 

 

Exercise 4. 

Implement ShiftRows function. 

Hint: try to use ToElementCode and FromElementCode functions from package 

FiniteFields. 

 

Answer: 

SetFieldFormat[GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}], FormatType -> FullForm]; 
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one = GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{1}]; 

two = GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{0,1}]; 

three = GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{1,1}]; 

MixColumn[column_] := ( { 

    {two, three, one, one}, 

    {one, two, three, one}, 

    {one, one, two, three}, 

    {three, one, one, two}}) 

    .(FromElementCode[GF[2, {1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}],#]&/@column) 

MixColumns[state_] := Module[{m = state}, 

  m[[All, 1]] = ToElementCode[#] & /@ MixColumn[state[[All, 1]]]; 

  m[[All, 2]] = ToElementCode[#] & /@ MixColumn[state[[All, 2]]]; 

  m[[All, 3]] = ToElementCode[#] & /@ MixColumn[state[[All, 3]]]; 

  m[[All, 4]] = ToElementCode[#] & /@ MixColumn[state[[All, 4]]]; m] 

 

Exercise 5. 

Ensure that multiplying of a polynomials modulo 𝑥4 + 1 can be written as a matrix 

multiplication. 

Hint: expand (𝑐0 + 𝑐1𝑥 + 𝑐2𝑥
2 + 𝑐3𝑥

3 ) · (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑥
2 + 𝑎3𝑥3) and reduce the result 

modulo 𝑥4 + 1. Try to emulate the result by matrix multiplication. 

 

Answer: 

Expanding gives us following: 

.0000 

(𝑐0 + 𝑐1𝑥 + 𝑐2𝑥2 + 𝑐3𝑥3) · (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑥2 + 𝑎3𝑥3) =

𝑎3𝑐3𝑥6 + 𝑥5(𝑎3𝑐2 + 𝑎2𝑐3) + 𝑥4(𝑎3𝑐1 + 𝑎2𝑐2 + 𝑎1𝑐3) + 𝑥3(𝑎3𝑐0 + 𝑎2𝑐1 + 𝑎1𝑐2 + 𝑎0𝑐3) +

+𝑥2(𝑎2𝑐0 + 𝑎1𝑐1 + 𝑎0𝑐2) + 𝑥(𝑎1𝑐0 + 𝑎0𝑐1) + 𝑎0𝑐0
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Modulo 𝑥4 + 1it's the same as: 

𝑥3(𝑎3𝑐0 + 𝑎2𝑐1 + 𝑎1𝑐2 + 𝑎0𝑐3) + 𝑥2(𝑎2𝑐0 + 𝑎1𝑐1 + 𝑎0𝑐2 − 𝑎3𝑐3) +
+𝑥(𝑎1𝑐0 + 𝑎0𝑐1 − 𝑎3𝑐2 − 𝑎2𝑐3) + 𝑎0𝑐0 − 𝑎3𝑐1 − 𝑎2𝑐2 − 𝑎1𝑐3

 

Don't forget, that in the field of characteristic 2 addition and subtraction are the same 

operations. Finally we get: 

𝑥3(𝑎3𝑐0 + 𝑎2𝑐1 + 𝑎1𝑐2 + 𝑎0𝑐3) + 𝑥2(𝑎2𝑐0 + 𝑎1𝑐1 + 𝑎0𝑐2 + 𝑎3𝑐3) +
+𝑥(𝑎1𝑐0 + 𝑎0𝑐1 + 𝑎3𝑐2 + 𝑎2𝑐3) + 𝑎0𝑐0 + 𝑎3𝑐1 + 𝑎2𝑐2 + 𝑎1𝑐3

 

On the other hand, let's compute the result of matrix multiplication: 

[

𝑐0 𝑐3 𝑐2 𝑐1

𝑐1 𝑐0 𝑐3 𝑐2

𝑐2 𝑐1 𝑐0 𝑐3

𝑐3 𝑐2 𝑐1 𝑐0

][

𝑎0

𝑎1

𝑎2

𝑎3

] = [

𝑎0𝑐0 + 𝑎3𝑐1 + 𝑎2𝑐2 + 𝑎1 + 𝑐3

𝑎1𝑐0 + 𝑎0𝑐1 + 𝑎3𝑐2 + 𝑎2𝑐3

𝑎2𝑐0 + 𝑎1𝑐1 + 𝑎0𝑐2 + 𝑎3𝑐3

𝑎3𝑐0 + 𝑎2𝑐1 + 𝑎1𝑐2 + 𝑎0𝑐3

] 

You can observe, that coefficients of the resulting polynomial are exactly the elements of 

the result of matrix multiplication. 

4.5.4. AddRoundKey 

Perhaps, this step is the simplest one. For every round there is a round key obtained 

from the master key during key schedule process that would be described in next section. 

For now, assume we got 128-bit round key, the action of AddRoundKey is just the state 

combined with round key using bitwise XOR operation. If we have the state as matrix B 

with entries 𝑏𝑖𝑗and the round key is matrix R with entries 𝑟𝑖𝑗, the resulting state is matrix 

A with entries 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑏𝑖𝑗 ⊕ 𝑟𝑖𝑗, where ⊕ denotes XOR operation. 

AddRoundKey=[

𝑏11 𝑏12 𝑏13 𝑏14

𝑏21 𝑏22 𝑏23 𝑏24

𝑏31 𝑏32 𝑏33 𝑏34

𝑏41 𝑏42 𝑏43 𝑏44

] ⊕ [

𝑟11 𝑟12 𝑟13 𝑟14

𝑟21 𝑟22 𝑟23 𝑟24

𝑟31 𝑟32 𝑟33 𝑟34

𝑟41 𝑟42 𝑟43 𝑟44

] = 𝐵 ⊕ 𝑅 
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In Wolfram language that operation is named BitXor. 

4.6 Key Schedule 

For simplicity, we will describe the case of 128-bit key (so the number of rounds is 10), 

the other cases are similar to that one with slight changes. For the encryption of one block 

it’s needed to have 11 round keys: 1 for initial round, 9 for “ordinary” rounds and 1 for the 

final round. Each round key has length of 128 bits. 

The master key bytes 𝑧1, 𝑧2, . . . , 𝑧16should be arranged into a square matrix in the same 

way as bytes of the plaintext form the initial state: 

𝑍 = [

𝑧1 𝑧5 𝑧9 𝑧13

𝑧2 𝑧6 𝑧10 𝑧14

𝑧3 𝑧7 𝑧11 𝑧15

𝑧4 𝑧8 𝑧12 𝑧16

]. 

During key schedule additional columns would be added to that matrix, so the resulting 

matrix has 44 columns. Columns to be added are recursively defined in terms of previously 

defined columns. Each column depends on the previous column, on the column 4 positions 

earlier and on the round constants. We will denote ith column as  𝑐𝑖 and start counting 

columns from zero. 

 

Column 𝑐𝑖with number not multiple of 4 is obtained by XOR’ing columns 𝑐𝑖−1and 𝑐𝑖−4. 

For example: 

𝑐9 = 𝑐8 ⊕ 𝑐5 

Column 𝑐4𝑗with number being the multiple of 4 is obtained by XOR’ing the column 

𝑐4(𝑗−1)and the modified previous column 𝑓(𝑐4𝑗−1). Function f at first modifies all bytes of 

the column by SubBytes function: 
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[

𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

] → [

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑎)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑏)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑐)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑑)

]. 

Afterwards the column is cyclically rotated (of course, vertically) by one position down: 

[

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑎)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑏)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑐)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑑)

] → [

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑏)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑐)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑑)
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑎)

] 

After rotation the resulting column is XOR’ed with round constant column (RCC), its 

entries are: 

[

𝑅𝐶(𝑗)
0𝑥00
0𝑥00
0𝑥00

]. 

So, the first byte is the only non-zero one in the column. The value RC(j) is defined 

recursively 

RC(1)=0x01 

RC(2)=0x02 

RC(j)=0x02∙RC(j−1). 

Summing up all the modifications we can write: 𝑐4𝑗 = 𝑐4(𝑗−1) ⊕

𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑐4𝑗−1)) ⊕ 𝑅𝐶𝐶(𝑗) 

The round key for the ith round is obtained by taking 𝑐4𝑖, 𝑐4𝑖+1, 𝑐4𝑖+2, 𝑐4𝑖+3columns. 

The index of the initial round is 0, the index of a final round is 10. 

Let’s create the function that makes the expanded keys consisting of 44 columns. We 

will need a function to insert columns to a matrix: 
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InsertColumn[matrix_, position_, column_] := 

 Transpose[Insert[Transpose[matrix], column, position]] 

Next we need RCC function. 

 

Exercise 6. 

Create RCC function. 

Answer: 

RC[i_] := 

 If[i == 1, GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{1}], 

  If[i == 2, GF[2,{1,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,1}][{0,1}], RC[2]*RC[i-1]]] 

RCC[i_] := {ToElementCode[RC[i]], 0, 0, 0} 

 

After that is done, we will create function ModifyKeystate to insert a single column into 

expanded key. It may be done as this: 

 

ModifyKeystate[keystate_, i_] := 

 InsertColumn[keystate,i, 

  If[Mod[i(*@-@*)1,4] != 0, 

   BitXor[keystate[[All,i-1]],keystate[[All,i-4]]], 

   Flatten[ 

    BitXor[keystate[[All,i-4]], 

     RotateLeft[ 

      Map[SubBytes, Map[PolynomialFromByte,keystate[[All,i-1]]]]], 

      RCC[Quotient[i-1,4]]]]]] 

 

Finally, we get ExpandKey function: 
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ExpandKey[keystate_]:=Fold[ModifyKeystate,keystate,Range[5,44]] 

Round keys are successively taken 4 columns of the expanded key. 

4.7. Final Round 

As it was stated earlier, the only difference between final and “ordinary” round is the 

absence of MixColumn step. 

4.8. Encryption 

Now we got all prerequisites for the encryption. Let’s encrypt one of the test values 

provided by authors of algorithm. 

• Key (in hexadecimal): “ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff”. 

• Data to encrypt: "00000000000000000000000000000000" 

Exercise 7. 

Encrypt data with given key. 

Answer: 

At first, let's define some helper functions: 

DoRound[state_,roundkey_] := 

 BitXor[MixColumns[ShiftRows[Map[SubBytes,state,{2}]]],roundkey] 

FinalRound[state_,roundkey_] := 

 BitXor[ShiftRows[Map[SubBytes,state,{2}]],roundkey] 

Input data and key: 

key = Interpreter["HexInteger"] /@ Table["ff", {i, 16}]; 

data = Interpreter["HexInteger"] /@ Table["00", {i, 16}]; 

keystate = State[key]; 
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datastate = State[data]; 

 

The process of encryption: 

expanded = ExpandKey[keystate]; 

initstate = BitXor[datastate, keystate]; 

state = Fold[DoRound, initstate, 

   Table[expanded[[All,4*i+1;;4*i+4]],{i,1,9}]]; 

finalkey = 

  Table[expanded[[All,4*i+1;;4*i+4]],{i,0,10}][[11]]; 

  BaseForm[FinalRound[state, finalkey] // MatrixForm, 16] 

 

That gives us output (displayed in decimal): 

[

161 135 137 56
246 125 100 191
37 95 72 201

140 205 69 44

] 

4.9. Decryption 

A short overview of decryption process. Decryption is done by similar steps in reverse 

order: 

1. Key schedule 

2. Inverse final round 

  (a) InvAddRoundKey(state, round key) 

  (b) InvShiftRows(state) 

  (c) InvSubBytes(state) 

3. Inverse ordinary rounds 

  (a) InvAddRoundKey(state, round key) 
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  (b) InvMixColumns(state) 

  (c) InvShiftRows(state) 

  (d) InvSubBytes(state) 

4. Inverse initial round 

  (a) InvAddRoundKey(state, round key) 

4.9.1. Key schedule 

As the algorithm is symmetric, same round keys are used for decryption, just in reversed 

order. That means, inverse initial round that is done last uses the master key. 

4.9.2. InvAddRoundKey 

This step is identical to AddRoundKey, as XOR operation is inverse to itself. 

4.9.3. InvShiftRows 

At that step rows shifting is reversed: 

[

𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑
𝑓 𝑔 ℎ 𝑒
𝑘 𝑙 𝑖 𝑗
𝑝 𝑚 𝑛 𝑜

] → [

𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑑
𝑒 𝑓 𝑔 ℎ
𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 𝑙

𝑚 𝑛 𝑜 𝑝

]. 

4.9.4. InvSubBytes 

For this step we need to do the inverse affine transformation and to take a multiplicative 

inverse. Usually it’s done by using precomputed inverse S-Box: 
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4.9.5. InvMixColumns 

This step is done just like the direct MixColumns with the multiplication matrix changed 

to this: 

 

[

0𝑥0𝑒 0𝑥0𝑏 0𝑥0𝑑 0𝑥09
0𝑥09 0𝑥0𝑒 0𝑥0𝑏 0𝑥0𝑑
0𝑥0𝑑 0𝑥09 0𝑥0𝑒 0𝑥0𝑏
0𝑥0𝑏 0𝑥0𝑑 0𝑥09 0𝑥0𝑒

]. 

5. Security 

5.1. Modes of Block Ciphers 

Block ciphers are defined to encipher blocks, but usually data the user wants to 

encrypt is not equal to the size of the block, so there are different methods of using block 

ciphers to encrypt data that is longer than one block. These methods are called modes of 

operations. We will have a short overview on two of them here. 

5.1.1. Electronic Codebook (ECB) 
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It’s the simplest one, the data is divided into blocks and each of them is encrypted with 

the same key. 

 

This mode could not be considered secure, as after encryption blocks of the same 

plaintext have the same ciphertext. To illustrate this idea, one can encrypt bytes of the 

image: 

 

 

 

 Despite you can’t decipher a single block to obtain a plaintext, you can see the pattern 

of blocks of the original plaintext. Compare it to the same image encrypted using another 

mode (CBC): 
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5.1.2. Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) 

In this mode each block of plaintext is XORed with the previous ciphertext block before 

being encrypted. This way, each ciphertext block depends on all plaintext blocks processed 

up to that point. 

 

This mode is the most common one used for encryption. It’s slower than ECB and 

could not be done in parallel. 

It is clear that security of ciphertext is not only about the security of the used algorithm, 

but primary attention is given to it. 
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5.2. Security of Rijndael 

Cryptographic attacks are made to have some sort of solution for obtaining plaintext 

having only ciphertext. A cipher is considered “broken” if there is a method that is 

sufficiently faster than brute force. 

Brute force is a method of successively checking all possible variants for the plaintext. 

In AES key length is 128 bits, that means there are  2128(≈ 1038) different keys. Modern 

supercomputers can check approximately 1018 blocks per second, so breaking a single 

block with by brute force will consume more time than the age of the universe (≈ 1017 

seconds). 

There are more sophisticated methods of breaking ciphers. Two of them will be shortly 

discussed here. Both of them could not be used for AES (and not any other publicly known 

method). 

5.2.1. Linear Cryptoanalysis 

It was discovered by Mitsuru Matsui in 1992 and was aimed to crack DES and FEAL 

algorithms. 

The idea consists of two steps, first one is to construct linear equations involving 

plaintext, key and ciphertext. These equations should have high probability of being true. 

The second step is about using this equations along with known plaintext-ciphertext 

pairs of to find the key. 

A condition for applying linear cryptanalysis to a block cipher is to find “effective” 

linear expressions. Let 𝐴(𝑖1, 𝑖2,. . . , 𝑖𝑎)be the bitwise sum of the bits of A with indices in a 

selection pattern  𝑖1, 𝑖2,. . . , 𝑖𝑎: 
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𝐴(𝑖1, 𝑖2,. . . , 𝑖𝑎) = 𝐴(𝑖1) ⊕ 𝐴(𝑖2). . .⊕ 𝐴(𝑖𝑎) 

Let P, C and K denote the plaintext, the ciphertext and the key, respectively. 

The aim is to find linear experssions of the following type: 

𝑃(𝑖1,𝑖2,. . . , 𝑖𝑎) ⊕ 𝐶(𝑗1,𝑗2,. . . , 𝑗𝑎) = 𝐾(𝑘1,𝑘2,..., 𝑘𝑎) 

with indices i, j, k being fixed bit locations. 

The effectiveness, or deviation, of such a linear expression in linear cryptoanalysis is 

given by |p−1/2| where p is the probability that the expression holds. By checking the value 

of the left-hand side of for a large number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs, the right-hand side 

can be guessed by taking the value that occurs most often. In principle, this gives a single 

bit of information about the key. It’s known that the probability of making a wrong guess 

is very small if the number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs is larger than |𝑝 − 1 2⁄ |−2. 

As the only non-linear step of AES is the use of S-box, analysis is concentrated on it. 

Further information can be found in [4]. 

5.2.2. Differential Cryptoanalysis 

Differential cryptanalysis is a chosen-plaintext (difference) attack in which a large 

number of plaintext-ciphertext pairs are used to determine the value of key bits. Usually 

difference of plaintext is defined as result A' of XOR. After encrypting plaintext with 

known difference, the attacker then computes the differences of the corresponding 

ciphertexts, hoping to detect statistical patterns in their distribution. The work factor of the 

attack depends critically on the largest probability Prob(B'|A') with B' being a difference at 

some fixed intermediate stage of the block cipher, e.g. at the input of the last round. 
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In the basic form of the attack, key information is extracted from the output pairs in the 

following way. For each pair it is assumed that the intermediate difference is equal to B'. 

The absolute values of the output pair and the (assumed) intermediate difference B' impose 

restrictions upon a number l of key bits of the last round key. A pair is said to suggest the 

subkey values that are compatible with these restrictions. While for some pairs many keys 

are suggested and no keys are found for other pairs, implying that the output values are 

incompatible with B'. For each suggested subkey value, a corresponding entry in a 

frequency table is incremented. 

The attack is successful if the correct value of the subkey is suggested significantly 

more often than any other value. 

Further reading: [5]. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

Surfing the net may feel uncanny. One leaves traces everywhere they go and one’s doings 

online could be traced right back to him/her. Without the use of proper encryption an 

individual’s personal information may be at risk. The importance of privacy has been noted 

by our founding fathers Thomas Jefferson and John Locke, far before computers were 

around. Locke and Jefferson emphasized the importance of how a man and his doings in 

his own bedroom must be unknown to others. Such idea still lays its base in modern society.  

For example, Moxie Marlinspike founded the company Whisper Systems in order to ensure 

people their security while texting others. Twitter bought this company for an unknown 

sum – we can take a guess that it’s quite a large amount of money. This shows the 

importance of security and privacy in the modern era. The AES has protected vital 
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information for many years. The National Security Agency did a superb job in selecting 

the Rijndael as their standard in encryption. Rijndael became the default algorithm to 

protect sensitive information. Its protean characteristic of allowing 128, 192, and 256 bit 

cipher to be used allows the Rijndael to adjust to whatever it is used for. It is widely 

regarded as impermeable, for without trying the countless combinations to find the ‘key’, 

the information locked within cannot be deciphered. Its complexity is what allowed 

Rijndael to be considered as one of the most successful algorithms worldwide. 

Digging into the history and the logic behind the Advanced Encryption Standard 

showed all the work put in by computational mathematicians for the good of the people 

using the internet and for protection of our government’s secrets from attacks by those who 

seek the information. Whilst learning about AES, it sparked a sense of curiosity about what 

other types of encrypting algorithms exist out there.   
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Game Theory Applications of Dependency Theory  

in Latin America 
 

A look into British Investment in Argentina from the late 19th century to early 20th 

century 

 

 

 Subin Lee 

 

 In 1948, a special regional commission was established under the United Nations 

to investigate and explain the economic problems of the Latin American region and its 

individual countries. The commission, situated in Santiago, Chile to distance itself from 

North American influences, was named the Economic Commission for Latin America 

(otherwise known as the ECLA or the ECLAC after its inclusion of the Caribbean). The 

ECLA was a major voice in the debates surrounding Latin American economic issues of 

the time period––they rejected previous ideas based on Social Darwinism and 

Modernization Theory that the reason for underdevelopment in Latin America was 

because the countries were “traditional” societies lagging behind the ones in the west.5 

Instead, in the 1950’s, the commission started to release reports stating that “over time, 

commercial relationships worked to the systematic disadvantage of primary-producing 

countries.”6 Developed by Argentine economist Raul Prebisch and German economist 

Hans Singer, this idea was named the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis.7 

                                                      
5 Thomas E. Skidmore, Peter H. Smith, and James N. Green, Modern Latin America, eighth ed. 

(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2014), 9. 
 

6  Skidmore, Smith, and Green, Modern Latin, 351. 
 

7 Ibid. 
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 The Prebisch-Singer hypothesis divided the world economy into the industrialized 

centre, which exported manufactured products, and the agrarian periphery, which 

exported primary goods.8 The two economists further explained that because, over time, 

“there was a secular downward trend in the prices of primary goods relative to the prices 

of manufactured goods,”9 the peripheries began to earn less value for their exports, 

shifting the balance of trade towards the centre.10 This hypothesis can be more easily 

understood through a game theory model using a two-player game to construct payoff 

functions of the center and periphery.  

 

Payoff of Center: Price of exported manufactured goods - Price of imported primary 

goods 

Payoff of Periphery: Price of exported primary goods - Price of exported manufactured 

goods 

                                                      
8 Dominika Wozniak, "Latin American 19th Century Economic Debate as the Predecessor of the 

Centre-Periphery and Dependency Theories: The Case of Argentina," Revista del CESLA, no. 17 (2014): 

184, accessed December 14, 2016, http://www.redalyc.org/pdf/2433/243333483009.pdf. 
 

9 United Nations, "Relative Prices of Exports and Imports of Under-Developed Countries: A 

Study of Post-War Terms of Trade Between Under-Developed and Industrialized Countries," 1949, in The 

Terms of Trade and the Rise of Argentina in the Long Nineteenth Century, by Joseph A. Francis (n.p.: n.p., 

2013), 7. 
10 William A. Darity, Jr., "Prebisch-Singer Hypothesis," in International Encyclopedia of the 

Social Sciences, 2nd ed. (n.p.: Macmillan Reference USA, 2008), 6, Gale Virtual Reference Library. 

http://www.redalyc.org/pdf/2433/243333483009.pdf
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 Based on the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis, in 1967, Andre Gunder Frank published 

the book Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America, a work renowned in the 

field of dependency theory. In the book, Frank expanded on the hypothesis and stated that 

the polarization of the world capitalist system into a metropolis-satellite structure11 was 

responsible for “[generating] underdevelopment in the peripheral satellites whose 

economic surplus was expropriated while generating economic development in the 

                                                      
11 Anthony Brewer, Marxist Theories of Imperialism: A Critical Survey, 2nd ed. (n.p.: e Taylor & 

Francis e-Library, 2001), 164, accessed December 15, 2016, 

http://psi424.cankaya.edu.tr/uploads/files/Brewer,%20Marxist_Theories_of_Imperialism.pdf. 
 

http://psi424.cankaya.edu.tr/uploads/files/Brewer,%20Marxist_Theories_of_Imperialism.pdf
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metropolitan centers which [appropriated] that surplus.”12 Under such circumstances, the 

peripheral countries simply could not develop on their own, further becoming dependent 

on the metropolis countries and remaining “enslaved by the rich nations of the center.”13 

Furthermore, Frank made a claim on the motives of the countries, stating that the center 

countries “deliberately underdeveloped” the peripheral countries with malicious intent.14 

The peripheral countries, Frank thus argued, needed to abandon the world capitalist 

system to break out of the horrendous status quo.15 

 Frank’s theory of “chain-linked metropolis-satellite constellations,” however, 

failed to explain every relationship in Latin America16––particularly the one between 

Britain and Argentina in the late nineteenth to the early twentieth century. Argentina was 

the richest country in Latin America during the time period.17 In stark contrast to the 

Prebisch-Singer hypothesis, Britain imported 40,726,496 pounds of Argentine goods and 

exported only 18,589,272 pounds to Argentina in 1913: the trade balance shifted towards 

the peripheral country. 18 Considering also the fact that Argentina, from the 1860s to 

                                                      
12 Andre Gunder Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America; Historical Studies 

of Chile and Brazil (New York, NY: Monthly Review Press, 1967), 3. 
 

13 Andrés Velasco, "Dependency Theory," Foreign Policy, no. 133 (November/December 2002): 

44, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3183555. 
 

14 Steve Chapman, A2 Sociology (Letts Educational, 2001), 65, digital file. 
 

15 Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment, 9. 
 

16 Harriet Friedmann and Jack Wayne, "Dependency Theory: A Critique," The Canadian Journal 

of Sociology 2, no. 4 (Fall 1977), http://www.jstor.org/stable/3340297. 
 

17 Skidmore, Smith, and Green, Modern Latin, 236. 
18 Britain and Argentina in the 19th century, 435 

 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3183555
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3340297
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1913, experienced “one of the most accelerated rates of growth (5.7–6.5 percent per year) 

ever seen anywhere over such a long period of time,”19 Frank’s description of a one-way 

capital expropriation, characterizing Britain as a robber of Argentine riches, does not 

seem to fit.  

If Frank’s theory is insufficient, does D.C.M Platt, an outspoken critic of Frank’s 

theory, offer keen insight into the topic? In his work, Platt “questions the deliberately 

exploitative motivation that most dependentistas ascribe to all Western influences on the 

development of former colonial countries.”20 Instead, he points to the internal dynamics, 

providing as the alternate explanation a “process of autonomous internal growth in which 

burgeoning foreign trade was only a late stage in the disposition of surpluses after 

domestic needs had been filled.”21 However, was Argentina, who received the most 

British investment out of all the Latin American countries, really fueled by “internal 

growth forces that provided a natural path to development?”22 A closer look into 

Argentina and Britain’s relationship from the late nineteenth to early twentieth century 

provides a new perspective on dependency theory that differs from traditional 

dependistas such as Andre Gunder Frank or D.C.M Platt. Instead, the relationship is more 

similar to a two-player nonzero-sum game in game theory, where two players can 

                                                      
19Jorge A. Nallim, Transformations and Crisis of Liberalism in Argentina, 1930–1955, Pitt Latin 

American Series (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2012), 20, 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail/bmxlYmtfXzgyOTcwMF9fQU41?sid=474a649c-1ad2-47b0-

b007-58b0e832a252@sessionmgr4007&vid=0#AN=829700&db=nlebk. 
 

20James H. Street, "British Influence on Argentine Growth: The Dependency Controversy," 

Journal of Economic Issues 16, no. 2 (June 1982): 546, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4225195. 
 

21 Ibid.  
 

22 Ibid., 547.  
 

http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail/bmxlYmtfXzgyOTcwMF9fQU41?sid=474a649c-1ad2-47b0-b007-58b0e832a252@sessionmgr4007&vid=0#AN=829700&db=nlebk
http://web.a.ebscohost.com/ehost/detail/detail/bmxlYmtfXzgyOTcwMF9fQU41?sid=474a649c-1ad2-47b0-b007-58b0e832a252@sessionmgr4007&vid=0#AN=829700&db=nlebk
http://www.jstor.org/stable/4225195
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mutually benefit from each other’s actions “to secure the best outcome for themselves.”23 

The narrative of Latin America and Britain was not always exploitative.  

From the 19th century to the outbreak of World War I, Great Britain was the 

“preeminent foreign investor in Latin America,”24 channeling massive amounts of capital 

through the City of London.25 Throughout the time period, British investment increased 

from 81,000,000 pounds in 1865 to 1,200,000,000 pounds at the end of 1913––nearly a 

thirteen-fold increase.26 Among the many different Latin American nations, Argentina 

was undoubtedly the biggest recipient of the investments. The largest companies in 

industries such as Tramway, Omnibus, Gas, Telegraph, Land, and Steel were all situated 

in Argentina during the time period.27 The table below demonstrates the scale of British 

investment in Argentina compared to other Latin American nations:  

             Table 1: British Investments in Latin America, End of 189028 

Country Total (in pounds) 

Argentina  154,338,385 

                                                      
23 Avinash Dixit and Barry Nalebuff, Game Theory, The Concise Encyclopedia of Economics 

(n.p.: Library of Economics and Liberty, 2008), accessed December 16, 2016, 

http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/GameTheory.html. 
 

24 Irving Stone, "British Direct and Portfolio Investment in Latin America before 1914," The 

Journal of Economic History 37, no. 3 (September 1977): 690, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2119602. 
 

25Rory Miller, "British Investment in Latin America, 1850-1950 A Reappraisal," Itinerario 19, no. 

3 (1995): 32-33. 
 

26  Irving Stone, "British Long-Term Investment in Latin America, 1865-1913," The Business 
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Bolivia 503,003 

Brazil 69,346,489 

Chile 23,609,749 

Colombia 5,690,383 

Ecuador 2,189,480 

Paraguay 1,913,424 

Peru 18,976,285 

Uruguay 28,111,613 

Venezuela 12,158,219 

 

 Initially, these investments were mainly comprised of government loans, which 

remained as the single largest category till the outbreak of World War I.29 Gradually, 

however, the composition of British capital shifted more towards the private industries 

despite the “considerable volume of government obligations held by British investors.”30 

By 1890, investment in private industries finally surpassed government loans, 

constituting over one-half of total British investment.31 The decisive factor was Britain’s 

heightened interest in the Railway Industry. Railways were “the most important single 

category of British investment in private industry in Latin America,”32 ranking second 

after government loans and accounting for “more than one-third of all British capital in 

                                                      
29 Stone, "British Direct," 692. 

 
30 Ibid., 705. 

  
31 Ibid., 692.  

 
32 Stone, "British Long-Term," 328. 
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Latin America” in 1895.33  Other industries came nowhere near railways in magnitude.34 

Investments in the railway sector were usually direct35, but by the late 19th century, other 

types of investments such as government loans and portfolio investments were also used 

to finance the construction of railroads.36 

The railway industry accounted for the aforementioned massive inflow of British 

capital into Argentina. As shown in the table below, more than 50 percent of British Latin 

American Railway holdings were placed in Argentina by 1913.37  

        Table 2: British Investments in Latin-American Railways, End of 191338 

Country Total (in thousands of pounds) 

Argentina 219,235 

Brazil 59,128 

British Guiana 695 

Chile 22,848 

Colombia 6,139 

                                                      
33 Ibid. 

 
34 Ibid., 322. 
 
35 Direct investment refers to capital in which foreign investors are capable of exercising a 

controlling interest over management by ownership of an effective percentage of voting securities. 

Portfolio investment consists of the securities of overseas enterprises held primarily for income purposes 

rather than for purposes of managerial control. Governmental obligations are also properly included as 

portfolio invest. (from British Direct and Portfolio Investment in Latin America Before 1914, 691) 
  

36 Frederick Stirton Weaver, Latin America in the World Economy: Mercantile Colonialism to 

Global Capitalism, Latin American Perspectives (Boulder, Colo: Westview Press, 2000), 66, 

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=421176&site=ehost-

live&ebv=EB&ppid=pp_Cover. 
 

37 Stone, "British Long-Term," 328. 
 
38 Ibid., 329.  

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=421176&site=ehost-live&ebv=EB&ppid=pp_Cover
http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=421176&site=ehost-live&ebv=EB&ppid=pp_Cover
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Costa Rica 3,356 

Cuba 25,235 

Ecuador 2,887 

Guatemala 9000 

Mexico 30,741 

Paraguay 2,493 

Peru 2,294 

Salvador 1,400 

Santo Domingo 587 

Uruguay 15,261 

Venezuela 3,235 

 

Such investment in railways was welcomed by both Argentina and Britain. For 

one, domestically in Argentina, the ideal of economic liberalism created enthusiastic 

support for foreign investment.39 Popular throughout Latin America during the time 

period, the idea of economic liberalism was influenced by scholars such as Adam Smith, 

whose work The Wealth of Nations stated that “the key to prosperity was liberty.” 

Governments were expected to step away from the market and adopt a Laissez-faire 

approach to the economy, a word that translates into “let it work” in French.40  

Such ideas of minimal intervention reverberated among the liberal Argentine 

elites after the toppling of Rosas in 1852. The leading advocate of economic liberalism 

                                                      
39 Skidmore, Smith, and Green, Modern Latin, 435. 

 
40 Ibid. 
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was a man by the name of Juan Bautista Alberdi, a highly influential Argentine political 

theorist. Active during the time when the Argentine Constitution was written, Alberdi 

argued that free trade had to be a “primary [goal] in the Argentine Constitution,” arguing 

that foreign investment and firms should be granted “advantages, privileges, [and] every 

conceivable favor.”41 He furthermore argued that customs and tariff barriers were 

“aberrations” that hindered economic progress, which he argued should be “the 

spontaneous product of things rather than a governmental creation.”42 When the 

Argentine constitution was passed in 1853, Alberdi’s ideas became the basis of its 

formation.  

The support for economic liberalism continued throughout the 19th century as the 

leaders who held power within the country were influenced by the ideas of Alberdi. Some 

aspects of Alberdi’s principles, however, were far from pure economic liberalism; 

instead, they were more aptly described as “pragmatic liberalism defined by the 

obsession for progress.”43 as Realistically assessing the needs of the country, Alberdi 

realized that domestic capital resources were insufficient to achieve the “railway dream.” 

For instance, the first railway in Argentina, “a seven-mile line of the Western Railway 

between a central plaza in the city of Buenos Aires and the village of Floresta,”44 took 

                                                      
41 Nallim, Transformations and Crisis, 18-19. 
 
42 Ibid. 
  
43 Ibid., 21. 
 
44  Raymond H. Pulley, "The Railroad and Argentine National Development, 1852-1914," The 

Americas 23, no. 1 (July 1966): 64, http://www.jstor.org/stable/980140.  
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four years to finish because it was based on meager local capital.45 As such, Alberdi 

argued that Argentina should grant “advantages, privileges, and every favor imaginable, 

without pausing to consider the means” to advance the country using foreign capital.46  

Liberal leaders such as Bartolome Mitre (1862-1868), Domingo F. Sarmiento 

(1868-1874), Nicolás Avellaneda (1874-1880), Julio Roca (1880-1886) and Juarez 

Celman (1886-1890) acted upon Alberdi’s principles, actively intervening in the market 

to promote foreign investment. Through government policies, the leaders provided 

“guarantees of interest payment on a stated amount of capital, yearly subventions, land 

grants required for the construction of [the] line, mineral rights on those lands, and 

subsidies based upon mileage constructed”47 to British railway companies. Moreover, 

these leaders were also influenced by the pro-European outlook of 19th-century 

positivism, which was the belief that the Argentine government should emulate that of 

more developed countries such as Britain, France, and the United States. To make 

Argentina into the “United States of South America,” the liberals argued, Argentina 

needed to “[emphasize] material progress [and] accept foreign capital.”48 Thus, both 

conceptually and out of necessity, the Argentine elites viewed the British inflow of 

                                                      
45 Winthrop R. Wright, "Foreign-Owned Railways in Argentina: A Case Study of Economic 

Nationalism," The Business History Review 41, no. 1 (Spring 1967): 65, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3112421. 
 
46 Pulley, "The Railroad," 63. 
  
47 Stone, "British Long-Term," 329-330. 
 
48 Wright, "Foreign-Owned Railways," 68-69. 
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capital into their country as imperative to their nation’s well-being, actively courting for 

investment.  

Despite the attractive terms, however, Britain was initially “remarkably reluctant 

to place funds in Latin American rails.”49 The profitability of railways was initially low, 

for projects like the railway “typically [took] time to construct and time before they 

[matured] into their hoped-for profitability.”50 It wasn’t until the 1880’s when “the 

profitability of already established lines” came back to expected rates and British 

investment started to flow into the country.51 

Once the profitabilities came back, the investment in Argentine Railways was a 

very attractive business for Britain as well. For one, Britain was drawn by the safety and 

stability Argentina offered. In addition to a strong federal government capable of 

enforcing law and order, the military expeditions from 1878 to 1881 cleared the Indians 

out of the Argentine Pampas, making the area safe for the farmers to cultivate.52 

Secondly, the innovations in sea technology during the late 1870s lowered shipment 

costs, increasing the “profitability of existing and contemplated Argentine ventures.”53 

Thirdly, the growing population and production of England created more demand for 

                                                      
49 Colin M. Lewis, "The Financing of Railway Development in Latin America, 1850-1914," 

Ibero-amerikanisches Archiv 9, no. 3/4 (1983): 265, http://www.jstor.org/stable/43393051. 
 
50 Stone, "British Direct," 657. 
 
51 Lewis, "The Financing," 265. 
 
52 A. G. Ford, "British Investment in Argentina and Long Swings, 1880-1914," The Journal of 

Economic History 31, no. 3 (September 1971): 651, http://www.jstor.org/stable/2116584. 
 
53 Ibid., 652.  
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primary products, foodstuffs, and raw materials. The rapid industrialization of the country 

diminished their “productive capacity of [the] agriculture sector.”54 Even more, the 

exportable surplus in the United States, a major exporter to Britain, continued to diminish 

as their population experienced an increase as well. Thus, there was “a growing world 

market for goods Argentina could produce and the railways could carry.”55 Finally, and 

most importantly, the construction of railroads in Argentina meant the export of “British 

rails, engines, rolling stock, and mining equipment.” Such advanced technologies 

lowered the costs of production for Argentine wheat and meat.”56 With the money from 

the export, Britain could import more of Argentina’s surplus at a lowered cost. Argentina, 

with the foreign capital earned from the trade, could also import more of Britain’s 

manufactured goods, increasing Britain’s exports. The British investment in Argentine 

railways was lucrative for the British as much as it was for Argentina.  

As a result of the investment, Argentina, during the late 19th century, developed a 

railway system that is regarded “as one of the most remarkable examples of railway 

development in the world.”57 The railway grew at a remarkable rate proportional to the 

growth of investment: 

 

                                                      
54 Wozniak, "Latin American," 188-189. 
 
55 Ford, "British Investment," 652. 
 
56 Weaver, Latin America, 63. 
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         Table 3: Growth of Railway Mileage in Operation in Argentina58 

Year Miles 

1860 637 

1880 1,536 

1890 5,434 

1895 8,832 

1905 12,223 

1913 22,500 

          

By 1913, Argentina had the largest railway network in Latin America.59  

 The railway brought economic prosperity to Argentina during the 1880-1914 era. 

By the twentieth century, Argentina became one of the world’s largest exporters of food60 

and the richest country in Latin America, with a “standard of living comparable to that of 

leading powers.”61 The basis of this dynamic economic growth was the expansion of the 

                                                      
58 George Paish, Sir, "The Export of Capital and the Cost of Living," 1914, in British Long-Term 

Investment in Latin America, 1865-1913, by Irving Stone (n.p.: The President and Fellows of Harvard 

College, 1968). 
 
59 Pulley, "The Railroad," 69. 
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export sector, which primarily consisted of commercial agriculture, grain crops, and meat 

products.62  

In particular, the growth of the agricultural sector could directly be attributed to 

the expansion of the railway. Before railway expansion, the Argentine Pampas was 

among the “most fertile lands in the world”63 but could not be cultivated appropriately 

because it lacked an efficient mode of transportation. Serving as a trailblazer for the 

region, the railway opened new land for cultivation and transported crops to the markets, 

increasing total merchandise carried from 2,948,000 tons to 32,211,000 tons between 

1886 and 1908.64  

A noteworthy example of this progress was the three major railways constructed 

after the Western Railway: the Buenos Aires Great Southern (Ferrocarril Sud), the 

Buenos Aires and Pacific (Ferrocarril Buenos Aires al Pacifico), and the Central 

Argentine (Ferrocarril Central Argentino).65 Often called the “big three,” the railways all 

operated on British capital and “controlled forty percent of the 20,726 miles of track in 

operation in the Republic by 1914.”66 The Great Southern, which was the largest out of 

the three, carried “more than 25,000,000 passengers, 4,000,000 tons of cereals, and 

6,500,000 head of livestock over its route” by early twentieth century.67 Moreover, all of 

                                                      
62 Ibid., 240.  
 
63 Ibid.  
 
64 Pulley, "The Railroad," 70. 
 
65 Ibid., 66. 
 
66 Ibid., 69. 
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the railways, in order to aid farmers in their storage of crops, even maintained docking 

facilities, grain elevators, and warehouses along their lines.68 The railways in Argentina 

could thus transform the Pampas from an “unused resource into a factor of production.”69  

The transportation of crops, however, was not the only way railways contributed 

to export expansion. Another major contribution was the role it played in supplying labor 

by promoting immigration. Between 1871 and 1930, Argentina received “around 4.1 

million immigrants” as its abundance of economic opportunities and low food prices 

were highly attractive to immigrants.70 For them, railways were the primary means of 

transportation. Through railways, these land-hungry immigrants could acquire farms at a 

low price, becoming tenant farmers at suburban areas and forming the core of 

Argentina’s agricultural economy. Although they lacked knowledge in agriculture, they 

were determined to earn money and improve their situation from their previous life, 

worked hard, and “had enough sense to learn from experience the best way to grow 

wheat.”71 The tenant farming system, which was prevalent in Argentina during the time 

period, thus allowed for the quick expansion of farming and a “remarkable improvement 

in productivity and output.”72 
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Thanks to the supply of labor and transportation of goods the railways brought to 

the rich and fertile Pampas, crops such as “wheat, corn, and other cereals, and linseed 

constituted over 50 percent of an export total that had grown by a factor of six between 

1875 and 1910.”73 Wheat production, in particular, grew “from only 21 tons in 1876 to 

over 300,000 tons in 1890; and from 1900 to 1914 an average of 2,250, 000 tons.”74  

In addition to the expansion of the agricultural economy, the railways also 

contributed to “welding the country into an effective political unit.”75 In his work Bases 

and starting points for the political organization of the Argentine Republic published in 

1852, Alberdi stated that political unity could only be achieved by the railway, which 

“[could] make places separated by five hundred leagues a unified country.”76 Indeed, 

there was a lack of communication between Buenos Aires and the provinces, which led to 

“the chaos of the tumultuous years” before 1862.77 Alberdi was correct: when the 

railways developed,  all major lines spread out from Buenos Aires “like spokes from the 

hub of a great wheel.”78 The railway “ushered in a period of spectacular national 

consolidation which raised the country out of the chaos of perpetual internal strife to the 

status of the most prosperous and politically stable nation in Latin America.” 

                                                      
73 Weaver, Latin America, 73. 
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There were also, however, British influences other than railways that impacted 

other major components of Argentina’s development, notably pastoral farming. In the 

late 19th century to early 20th century, products such as wool, hides, tallow, cattle on the 

hoof, and jerked beef were Argentina’s main exports along with wheat.79 The industry 

started to boom when Argentina imported British cattle and sheep breeds. Superior 

breeds such as the Rambouillet and Lincoln sheep replaced “poor native flocks,” 

increasing the quality of pastoral exports.80 Moreover, cheap imported British steel made 

the canning of overseas shipment and strong fencing for the cattle farms possible.81 As 

such, thanks to British influences, when the U.S dropped out of the industry after the 

extinction of its frontier in 1890, Argentina became the leading beef exporting nation in 

the world.82 

 Thus, British Investment was evidently a crucial factor in Argentina’s economic 

and political development. A statement by Julio Argentino Roca, an army general who 

served as the President of Argentina, accurately captures the relationship: “the Argentine 

Republic, which will one day be a great nation, will never forget that its present state of 

progress and prosperity is due in part, to English capital which has flowed into Argentina 

in substantial quantities in the form of railroads, … and various other enterprises.”83 It is 
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important to note, however, that there were problems with British investment as well––

some similar to what the traditional dependency theorists have argued. Firstly, while the 

generous concessions given to British companies––fueled even more due to Argentina’s 

prosperity in the late nineteenth century––successfully lured in British companies, they 

were often excessive and detrimental to the economy of the nation. Notably, one of the 

policies obligated the government to “reimburse the companies should their profits fall 

below the seven per cent level.”84As such, the country became “saddled with a large and 

complicated foreign debt,” at one point having 29 percent of its foreign debt as defaulted 

railroad interest guarantees.85 Secondly, British investments in the railway industry were 

often cyclic and unstable. As mentioned above, the profitability of industries such as 

railways took time to develop. Usually, the time between the first influx of funds and the 

revival of profits took about 15 years (the process is organized below).86  

Years 1-5 Influx of foreign funds and construction starts 

Year 6 Speculative excesses, crisis, end of loans 

Years 4-8 Completion of investment projects 

Years 7-11 Output builds up and absorbs capacity 

Year 9 Profits start to improve 

Years 10-14 Continued revival of profits convinces lenders that prospects are 

attractive enough again 

 

1890 was the year when the speculative excess died out (year 6), and in that year, foreign 

loans crashed due to the aforementioned defaulted railroad interest guarantees. As such, 

Argentina experienced the Baring Brothers crisis in 1890. When the crisis hit, the only 

source of income for Argentina was its exports, which unfortunately was not enough to 
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pay for the country’s projects. As such, the country’s “equilibrium of the balance of 

payments was only maintained by succession of loans,” which in turn made the economy 

vulnerable to fluctuations in the London capital market.87 Thirdly, because Argentina 

basically needed to “export or go bankrupt,”88 it was too specialized in the agricultural 

and beef sectors that it could not develop its other industries. Finally, the country 

experienced multiple internal issues. Because of the export economy, there was an 

imbalance between areas that benefited from it and areas that didn’t.89 Also, the country 

had low levels of social welfare, leading to lower life expectancies, literacy, and school 

enrollment. The plot attached below demonstrates the low level of education Argentina 

had compared to other countries in the world.90  
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 As can be seen by the existence of such problems, the phenomena that the 

Dependency theorists and the ECLA tried to explain were not fabricated: there were 

major issues stemming from the relationship between the center and the periphery. 

However, the notion of dependency theory that dependency was “imposed upon [satellite 

nations] by greedy design” was not always the case.91 The relationship between Britain 

and Argentina in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century demonstrates that the 

relationship between a center and a periphery country can be mutually beneficial. 

Argentina needed British investment to develop their country and, influenced by ideals of 

economic liberalism and positivism, eagerly accepted foreign investment. The investment 

led to the development of the national railway system and export industries such as grain 

and meat, bringing them economic prosperity and political unity. Britain, on the other 

hand, needed the Argentine market for more material and foodstuff that they lacked due 

to rapid industrialization and urbanization. The trade with Argentina was very lucrative 
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for them. In fact, during the early 20th century, Britain was Argentina’s “best customer 

and occupied the first place as supplier of the Argentine market.”92 What can be seen here 

are simply two nations acting to benefits themselves, just like two players in game theory 

that rationally make choices based on their self-interest. No “malicious intent” to deprive 

the countries can be found in the narrative. As such, although their descriptions of 

underdevelopment are correct, the theories regarding dependence need to take into 

consideration the specific historical, economic, and social circumstances of the country. 

The traditional views on dependence––ones that generalize the relationship between the 

center and the periphery based on imperialism––will not suffice to explain the entire 

relationship.  
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Primality in Number Theory 

Janet Flume 

Friedley Senior High School 

Introduction  

The concept of primality is central to the number theory concepts. Prime numbers 

are the natural integers with no positive divisors apart from one and itself. Natural 

numbers greater than one, which are not prime numbers are commonly referred to as 

composite numbers. For instance, five is a prime number solely because five and one are 

its lone positive, numerical factors. On the other hand, six is not a prime number because 

two and three are its divisors in addition to one and itself. The fundamental theorem 

establishes the principle role of primality in the number theory. It states that integers 

greater than one may be expressed as products of primes uniquely in terms of ordering. 

The distinctiveness of the conception requires the exclusion of one as a prime number 

because of the possibility of including one in factorization. For instance, 3, 1·3, 1· 1 c3 

and so on, are legitimate factorization of three. The trial division is a slow but simple 

approach for the verification of the primality of any given integer. The process entails 

ascertaining whether an integer is a multiple of any number between two and the root of 

the integer.  However, algorithms are considered to be much more effective in the testing 

of primality of relatively larger integers. Even numbers greater than two are not 

considered as prime numbers because, by definition, such numbers have at minimum 

three discrete divisors, namely one, two, and itself.  
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Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic 

The critical importance of primality to mathematics and number theory in 

particular stems from the arithmetic fundamental theorem. The conception asserts that 

integers larger than one may be expressed as prime products in ways that are unique with 

regards to the order of the factors of primality.  For instance, 23244 is equivalents to 149 

· 13 · 3 · 22. In the example, it is evident that similar prime factors may transpire multiple 

times. It may be decomposed as follows: n = p1 • p2 • p3• p4• p5• p6... • pt. The concept 

implies that factorization of prime numbers is identical except in the ordering of the 

constituent factors. Therefore, despite the numerous algorithms as far as prime 

factorization is concerned, the results are identical.  The early Greeks did not consider 

one as a number, as well as prime. However, by the Renaissance and Middle Age, most 

mathematicians began to regard one as a prime number. Derrick Norman included one in 

his list of prime numbers. During the twentieth century, however, that has changed 

because one has assumed a special category referred to as a unit.  

Prime Factorization Proof 

The prime factors, in the number theory, are prime numbers that divide integers 

precisely without a remainder. The prime factorization of integers is a list of prime factor 

numbers and their resulting multiplicities, which are often in powers. For instance, 420 is 

equivalent to 2*2*3*5*7, also expressed as 22*3*5*7, whereby 5, 3 and 2 have 

multiplicities of one, two and three, respectively. The concept of gcd of two integers will 

used in proving that when p is a prime and p | mb, then p | m or p | n.  The key step in the 

theorem is proving the above statement.  
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Let gcd (r, n) = max {d | r and d | n}, unless both r and n are zero whereby gcd (0, 

0) is equivalent to zero. For instance, gcd (1, 2) is equivalent to one, gcd (6, 27) is 

equivalent to three and gcd (0, m) is equivalent to m. When m is not equivalent to zero, 

the gcd is existent primarily because when d |m then d is less than or equivalent to | m|, 

and | m| is the only existing positive integer less than or equivalent to | r |. Additionally, 

gcd will exist when n is not equivalent to zero. For any numbers r and n, the gcd (r, n) 

will be equivalent to gcd (n, r), gcd (±r, ±n), gcd (r, n – r), and gcd (r, n + r). It proves 

that gcd (r, n) is equivalent to gcd (r, n –r) because other cases are already proved using a 

similar approach.  

Euclid’s Proof 

The tenets of Euclid’s theorem is that the two, there, five, seven, eleven, thirteen 

… series of prime number succession or sequence never ends. The statement is in honor 

of Euclid, a mathematician of the ancient Greek. The proof considers any predetermined 

set of S prime numbers. The idea is to take into consideration the product of numbers 

concerned plus one.  

N ≡1+ П pєS p• 

Just as other integers, the term N is certainly divisible by, at minimum, one prime 

and itself. Of the prime divisors of N, none is a member of the predetermined set, S, of 

prime numbers because of the remainder left behind. Consequently, the fixed sets of 

prime extend to larger predetermined set of prime numbers. Most often it is erroneously 

suggested that Euclid’s proof is grounded on the supposition that the initial set comprises 

solely of prime numbers, resulting to contradictions, or that it consists of smaller primes 
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as opposed to arbitrary fixed sets of prime numbers.  Today, nth Euclid number is 

considered to be the multiple of the least n prime numbers plus one.  

Euler's Proof 

The Euler’s proof makes use of the sum of the reciprocals of prime numbers: S = 

½  + 1/3 + 1/5 + 1/7…
1/p. The sum becomes bigger than arbitrary real numbers as long as p 

is significantly big. The scenario demonstrates that primes are infinitely many, because 

otherwise the sum would only grow up to the point where the ultimate prime is achieved. 

The S (p) growth is quantified in the second theorem of Mertens. For comparison 

purposes, the sum S = ½ 2 + 1/ (3
2) + 1/ (5

2) + 1/ (7
2…1/ (n

2) does not lead to infinity as n 

approaches infinity. In that case, the frequency of occurrence of primes is higher 

compared to the squares of ordinary numbers. The Brun’s theorem asserts that the sum of 

the twin primes’ reciprocals, (1/3 + 1/5) + (1/5 + 1/7) + (1/7 + 1/11) + (1/11 + 1/13) is finite.  

Applications 

For years, the number theory and the concept of primality are considered as the 

canonical illustrations of pure mathematics. These concepts can be used in the 

development of cryptography algorithms, and most notably in the generation of 

pseudorandom numbers and hash tables. Modulo arithmetic alters arithmetic using 

numbers {0, 1, 2, 3……n-1}, with modulus being a fixed natural integer. Calculating 

products, sums, and differences is executed as usual. However, when handling a negative 

integer or numbers greater than n-1, the modulus is substituted by the remainder after 

being divided by n. For example, when n is equivalent to seven, the sum of five and three 

is one rather than eight because eight divided by seven has one as its remainder. 

Therefore, it can be said that the sum of five and seven is congruent to one modulo 
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eleven. The statement is denoted as 5 + 7 = 1(mod 11). At the same time the sum of six 

and one is 0 (mod 7). The standard properties of multiplication and addition are still 

applicable in modular arithmetic.  

A range of mathematical domains apply prime numbers, with Sylow theorems 

being some of the areas of application. According to the conception, when G is a 

predetermined set and pn is the greatest power of p, a prime that subdivides the ordering 

of G, then the finite group has a subset of order pn. In addition, group consisting of prime 

order are considered as cyclic. Several algorithms of public-key cryptography, including 

the RSA, are founded on big prime numbers. This is based on the assumption that it is 

relatively easier and efficient to multiply two large integers (m and an) than to calculate 

m and n when only the product (mn) is predetermined. The evolutionary strategy applied 

by the cicadas uses the concept of primality.    

Conclusion  

As it has been demonstrated, the concept of primality is profound in the number 

theory.  

Prime numbers find many uses in different scientific areas including cryptography. One 

of the most interesting assertions around prime numbers is that every positive integer can 

be uniquely expressed as a product of prime numbers, although the assertion is extremely 

difficult to prove. Prime numbers exhibit unique characteristics, as they seem to grow, 

just like weed grows, among natural numbers, obeying no other law other than that of 

chance.      
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Using Genetic Algorithms to Solve the Travelling 

Salesman Problem 
 

Oh Jun Kweon 

 

Abstract 

I am fascinated by the intuitive, human-like approach that is taken when solving 

complex optimization problems with genetic algorithms. The Travelling Salesman 

Problem is a classic optimization problem, which entails finding the most efficient path 

when commuting to several cities given the number of cities and the distances between 

each one. For problems such as these, it is inefficient to use conventional programming 

methods, such as brute force. Instead, a heuristic or meta-heuristic method is more 

appropriate. I modelled my research paper around using genetic algorithms to solve this 

problem. 
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1. Introduction 

For decades, humans have been fascinated by the concept of artificial intelligence. 

This curiosity has been reflected in our science fiction works, such as the chilling tale of 

HAL 9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), the M-5 computer controlling the 

Enterprise in Star Trek: The Original Series (1968), and the destructive Skynet portrayed 

in the Terminator series (1984).  As computational power grows exponentially greater, 

the line between these science fiction concepts and reality becomes blurred In fact, 

research firm Gartner claims that 85% of all customer interactions will not require a 

human by 2020 and Forrester predicts that artificially intelligent machines will replace up 

to 16% of all US jobs in the same time period. Just earlier this year, Google’s AlphaGo, a 

computer program which uses an algorithm to find moves, defeated Go World Champion 

Lee Sedol for the first time in human history. It is clear that AI is becoming more 

developed and increasingly prevalent in our lives. 

 One of the pioneers of artificial intelligence was the British computer scientist 

Alan Turing. After helping the Allies defeat Nazi Germany in WWII by decrypting the 

Enigma Machine, Turing’s curiosity settled on machines that “think” in 1950. He 

developed the Turing test to determine whether or not a machine can “think” like a 

human. During this same period, many computer scientists began studying evolutionary 

systems, recognizing its potential to be used as an optimization tool for engineering 

problems. The concurrent developments of these ideas led to the invention of genetic 

algorithms by John Holland in 1960. 

Charles Darwin’s publication, On the Origin of Species, was the first to propose 

the idea that a population could evolve over generations through random mutations and 
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the process of natural selection. Darwin’s publication held major implications for 

optimization using artificial intelligence. Holland realized that many optimization 

problems could be solved by simulating the process of natural selection described by 

Darwin. Genetic algorithms work by performing a search using a set of chromosomes and 

updating them at each generation during a search. These algorithms are different to 

traditional random search algorithms, which are inherently inefficient due to the 

directionless nature of their search. Genetic algorithms are random search algorithms that 

are not directionless. Genetic algorithms utilize information from previous generations in 

order to ensure that the new generation being constructed will approach an optimal 

solution. In other words, they use past knowledge to direct the search. 

 Every genetic algorithm begins with an initial randomly generated population of 

𝑁 chromosomes where each chromosome represents a different solution to the problem. 

The algorithm calculates a fitness score, which is proportional to how effectively the 

chromosome solves the problem, for each of these chromosomes.  Two members are 

selected from the population based upon the fitness score. Once they are selected, the 

crossover rate is used to determine whether or not the chromosomes should exchange 

their bits (genetic information). If the crossover rate is met, the two chromosomes 

exchange bits at a randomly chosen point and produce an offspring chromosome 

containing a mixture of both parents’ genetic information. The algorithm now steps 

through each bit of this offspring and flips it depending on the mutation rate. The member 

of the population with the lowest fitness score is eliminated to maintain a population of 

𝑁 chromosomes. This process is repeated until at least one member of the population 

possesses a desired fitness score. 
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1.1 Searching 

Search plays a major role in solving many Artificial Intelligence (AI) problems, 

and is a universal problem solving mechanism in AI. In many problems, the sequence of 

steps is not known in advance but must be known by systematic trial. 

In single-player games such as tile games, Sudoku, crossword, etc., the search algorithms 

help you to search for a particular position[11]. 

1.2 Problem Solving by Search 

An important aspect of intelligence is goal-based problem solving. The solution of 

many problems (e.g. noughts and crosses, timetabling, chess) can be described as finding 

a sequence of actions that lead to a desirable goal. Each action changes the state and the 

aim is to find the sequence of actions and states that lead from the initial (start) state to a 

final (goal) state.  

1.3 Steps in Searching[12] 

1. Check whether the current state is the goal state or not. 

2. Expand the current state to generate the new sets of states. 

3. Choose one of the new states generated for search depending upon search strategy. 

4. Repeat step 1 to 3 until the goal state is reached or there are no more state to be 

expanded. 

A well-defined problem can be described by: 

Initial state  
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Operator or successor function - for any state 𝑥 returns 𝑠(𝑥), the set of states 

reachable from 𝑥 with one action 

State space - all states reachable from initial state by any sequence of actions  

Path - sequence through state space  

Path cost - function that assigns a cost to a path. Cost of a path is the sum of costs 

of individual actions along the path 

Goal test - test to determine if at goal state 

1.4 Types of Search 

1. Uninformed (Blind) Search 

2. Informed (Heuristic) Search 

3. Best First Search 

4. Greedy Best First Search 

5. A * search 

1.4.1 Uninformed Search (Blind Search) 

In uninformed search, we do not try to evaluate which of the nodes on the frontier are 

most promising; we never “look-ahead” to the goal. While moving forward, a heuristic 

algorithm gives advance knowledge of the path to be followed at each node. 

1.4.2 Informed Search (Heuristic Search) 

Informed search has problem specific knowledge apart from the problem definition. The 

use of heuristic search improves efficiency of the search process [14]. The idea is to 
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develop a domain specific heuristic function ℎ(𝑛) which guesses the cost of getting to the 

goal from node 𝑛.  

1.4.3 Best First Search  

In this, node is selected for expansion based on evaluation of function 𝑓(𝑛). Node with 

lowest evaluation function is expanded first. The evaluation function must represent some 

estimate of the cost of the path from state to the closest goal state. The heuristic function 

ℎ(𝑛) estimates the cost of the cheapest path from node 𝑛 to the goal[15]. 

1.4.4 Greedy Best First Search 

The algorithm tries to get as close as it can to the goal. It expands the node that appears to 

be closest to the goal and evaluates the node by only using a heuristic function[18].  

The Evaluation function is 𝑓(𝑛)  =  ℎ(𝑛) 

where  

(heuristic)= (estimate of cost from n to goal) 

ℎ(𝑛)  =  0 for goal state 

1.4.5 A * search 

Greedy best first search analyses nodes with the lowest cost of node 𝑛 to reach the goal, 

but it may get stuck in search of its goal. The idea of the A * search is to avoid expanding 

paths that are already expensive. 

The Evaluation function is given by 𝑓(𝑛) = 𝑔(𝑛) + ℎ(𝑛) 
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where 

𝑔(𝑛)  = cost so far to reach 𝑛 

ℎ(𝑛)  = estimated cost from 𝑛 to goal 

𝑓(𝑛)  = estimated total cost of path through 𝑛 to goal  

The search process requires proper nodes or states that are created through the state 

space. The search process is carried out by constructing a search tree and involves 

systematic trial and error exploration of alternative solutions. Proper nodes are created 

through this search tree. Many problems do not have a simple algorithmic solution, 

because the sequence of actions required to solve the problem is not known[19]. Casting 

these problems as search problems is often the easiest way of solving them. 

 Path finding problems, e.g. eight puzzle, travelling salesman problem 

 Two player games, e.g. chess and checkers 

 Constraint satisfaction problems, e.g. eight queens 

2. Travelling Salesman Problem 

The problem is as follows: A salesman wishes to visit a list of cities, each exactly 

once, for his business. He begins and ends his journey at his hometown, which is 

included in the list of cities. Our objective is to find out the shortest possible round trip 

route for the salesman given the distance between each pair of cities [1, 2]. 

 We have labelled the hometown of the salesman City 1. He wishes to visit eight 

other cities: City 2, City 3, City 4, City 5, City 6, City 7, City 8 and City 9. The salesman 

must start his journey from City 1, visit all eight cities once, and return to his hometown, 

City 1. Our goal is to optimize his route by finding out the order in which he should visit 

each city so that his total travelling distance is minimized. The distances between each 

city are displayed in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Matrix showing distance between each pair of cities 

 City 1 City 2 

 

City 3 

 

City 4 

 

City 5 

 

City 6 

 

City 7 

 

City 8 

 

City 9  

 
City 1 0 3852 km 3352 km 3417 km 1000 km 3006 km 3539 km 3002 km 2550 km 

City 2 3852 km 0 700 km 790 km 4800 km 965 km 595 km 2523 km 1295 km 

City 3 3352 km 700 km 0 442 km 4364 km 831 km 196 km 2662 km 1276 km 

City 4 3417 km 790 km 442 km 0 4375 km 403 km 541 km 2234 km 849 km 

City 5 1000 km 4800 km 4364 km 4375 km 0 3965 km 4903 km 3527 km 3509 km 

City 6 3006 km 965 km 831 km 403 km 3965 km 0 932 km 1845 km 455 km 

City 7 3539 km 595 km 196 km 541 km 4903 km 932 km 0 2768 km 1395 km 

City 8 3002 km 2523 km 2662 km 2234 km 3527 km 1845 km 2768 km 0 1496 km 

City 9 2550 km 1295 km 1276 km 849 km 3509 km 455 km 1395 km 1496 km 0 

 

We initially solve the problem at a smaller scale using four cities without genetic 

algorithms so that we can later apply similar principals to solve for nine cities using 

genetic algorithms. We are only considering the first four cities in the matrix, with City 1 

being the hometown of the salesman. In this scenario, we have six possible paths, as 

shown in Figure 1, and we wish to find the shortest one. We can represent Path 1 as 1 – 2 

– 3 – 4 – 1, where 1 means City 1, 2 means City 2 and so on. If the salesman chooses 

Path 1, he will visit the cities in the following order: 

City 1 – City 2 – City 3 – City 4 – City 1 

Let us evaluate each path as follows: 

Path 1 is represented by 1-2-3-4-1. Total travelling distance of Path 1 is: 3852 km + 700 

km + 442 km + 3417 km = 8411 km. 

Path 2 is represented by 1-2-4-3-1. Total travelling distance of Path 2 is: 3852 km + 790 

km + 442 km + 3352 km = 8436 km. 

Path 3 is represented by 1-3-2-4-1. Total travelling distance of Path 3 is: 3352 km + 700 

km + 790 km + 3417 km = 8259 km. 
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Path 4 is represented by 1-3-4-2-1. Total travelling distance of Path 4 is: 3352 km + 442 

km + 790 km + 3852 km = 8436 km. 

Path 5 is represented by 1-4-2-3-1. Total travelling distance of Path 5 is: 3417 km + 790 

km + 700 km + 3352 km = 8259 km. 

Path 6 is represented by 1-4-3-2-1. Total travelling distance of Path 6 is: 3417 km + 442 

km + 700 km + 3852 km = 8411 km. 

Therefore, the shortest path is path 3 and path 5, both with a total travelling 

distance of 8259 km. So, the salesman should follow either Path 3, which is 1 – 3 – 2 – 4 

– 1, or Path 5, which is 1 – 4 – 2 – 3 – 1, for his business journey.  

 

 

Figure 1: A tree showing six different possible paths 

  

1 

2 3 4 

3 4 2 3 2 4 

4 3 3 2 4 2 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
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3. P, NP and NP-Complete Problems 

Computational complexity theory is branch of theory of computation in computer 

science and mathematics that focus on classifying computational problems according to 

their inherent difficulties or complexity. It includes the efficiency of algorithms and the 

inherent difficulty of problems of practical and or theoretical importance[13]. 

In other words, computational complexity theory is a part of theory of 

computation that deals with the resources required during computation to solve a given 

problem. The most common resources are time (how many steps it takes to solve a 

problem) and space (how much memory it takes). 

There are two kinds of measures with Complexity Theory: (a) time and (b) space. 

a) Time Complexity: It is a measure of how long a computation takes to execute. 

As far as a Turing machine is concerned, this could be measured as the number of moves 

which are required to perform a computation. In the case of a digital computer, this could 

be measured as the number of machine cycles which are required for the computation. 

b) Space Complexity: It is a measure of how much storage is required for a 

computation. In the case of a Turing machine, the obvious measure is the number of tape 

squares used, while for a digital computer, it is the number of bytes used. 

The Class P[16] 

Computing practice reveals that many problems which are solvable in theory 

cannot be solved in practice due to the excessive time requirement. For example, in the 

Travelling Salesman Problem, if there are n cities to visit, it requires (𝑛 − 1)! itineraries 

(record of root of journey). If there are 10 cities, it requires 9! = 362880 itineraries. 
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However, if there are 40 cities it requires considerably more itineraries than for 10 cities. 

Hence we can say that some problems which are theoretically compostable are not 

practically feasible at all. 

In order to be a practically feasible algorithm, we must limit our computational 

devices to only run for a certain number of steps that is bound by a polynomial in the 

length of inputs. 

We can define solvable problems as: 

When the space and time required for implementing the steps of the particular 

algorithm are reasonable, then we can say that problem is solvable or tractable in 

practice. 

The Class NP  

A nondeterministic computation is viewed as[17]: 

a) When a choice point is reached, an infallible oracle can be consulted to determine the 

right option. 

b) When a choice point is reached, all choices are made and computation can proceed 

simultaneously. 

A non-deterministic polynomial time algorithm is one that can be executed in 

polynomial time on a nondeterministic machine. The machine can either consult an 

oracle in constant time, or it can spawn an arbitrarily large number of parallel processes. 
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3.1 Examples of Class NP Problems 

3.1.1. Travelling Salesman Problem 

 See above. 

3.1.2. The Hamiltonian Circuit Problem[18] 

Every capital city has direct air flights to at least some capital cities. Our intrepid 

salesman wants to visit all the capitals, and return to his starting point, taking only direct 

air flights. Can he find a path that lets him do this? 

3.1.3. Linear Programming 

We have on hand 𝑋 amount of butter, 𝑌 amount of flour, 𝑍 eggs etc. We have cookie 

recipes that use varying amounts of these ingredients. Different kinds of cookies have 

different prices. What mix of cookies should we make in order to maximize profits? 

In computational complexity theory, there are fundamentally two classes of 

problems: P and NP. P-type problems, which stands for polynomial time, indicates the set 

of all problems that are solvable in deterministic polynomial time. NP-type problems, 

which stands for non-deterministic polynomial time, indicates the set of all problems that 

are verifiable, but not solvable, in polynomial time. A problem 𝑝 in NP is also NP-

Complete only if every other problem in NP can be polynomial time reducible to 𝑝. No 

deterministic polynomial time algorithm exists for solving the problems in the class NP-

Complete. Therefore, P problems can be considered the set of easy or tractable problems 

and NP-Complete problems the set of hard or intractable problems, so we will find that P 
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≠ NP. However, if a deterministic polynomial time algorithm, which can solve any one 

problem from class NP-Complete, is found then all the problems contained in class NP-

Complete will be solvable in polynomial time and we will find that P = NP. Some 

examples of NP-Complete problems are the travelling salesman problem, bin packing 

problem, machine layout problem, subset-sum problem, and the job-shop scheduling 

problem [3, 4, 5]. 

 Consider the travelling salesman problem with 𝑛 number of distinct cities. 

Solving the problem would require an exponential or factorial amount of time. If we 

assume that generating a single path requires 1 time unit and the total number of all 

possible paths is (𝑛 − 1)!, generating all possible paths will require 1 𝑥 (𝑛 − 1)!  =  (𝑛 −

1)! time units. Furthermore, evaluating a single path requires 𝑛 time units, so the total 

time for this search is (𝑛 − 1)!  𝑥 𝑛 =  𝑛! time units [1]. 

4. Genetic Algorithms 

The travelling salesman problem is an optimization problem, making genetic 

algorithms a viable option to solve it. When dealing with a small number of cities, 

conventional programming can be used to solve this problem. However, as the number of 

cities increases, conventional programming becomes impractical. In these cases, heuristic 

or meta-heuristic methods are more appropriate, such as the case when there are more 

than 8 cities in the traveling salesman problem. For example, a greedy algorithm, which 

makes the optimal choice at each local stage (so that it always chooses the nearest 

neighbouring city), is a heuristic approach capable of finding a quick solution to the 

problem. However, the quality of the solution may not be globally optimal. A meta-
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heuristic genetic algorithm can optimally solve the problem when there are more than 8 

cities. 

4.1 Basics of Genetic Algorithms 

Figure 2 shows a flow chart of a genetic algorithm. First, an initial population of 

size 𝑁 is randomly generated. Each chromosome in the population is evaluated by a 

problem-specific fitness function. This function will give each chromosome a fitness 

score; the higher the score, the more optimal the solution. In each iteration, the 

chromosomes with the highest fitness scores are stored by the computer. If the 

termination criteria is met, the computer searches through the stored chromosomes and 

returns the one with the highest fitness score. If the termination criteria is not met, the 

algorithm applies selection, crossover, and mutation operations until 𝑁 offspring have 

been generated. The old population is replaced by these offspring, and this process is 

repeated until the termination criteria is met. 
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Figure 2: Flow chart of genetic algorithm 

The following basic components of a genetic algorithm can be used to solve the problem 

[6]: 
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 Initial population 

 Fitness function 
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 Genetic operators (crossover and mutation) 

 Replacement strategy 

 Parameters of genetic algorithm 

 Termination criteria 

 

The design of a genetic algorithm is as follows: 

1. [Start] 

2. [Initial population] Randomly generate an initial population of 𝑁 chromosomes. Each 

chromosome represents a possible solution to the problem. 

3. [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness 𝑓(𝑥) of each chromosome 𝑥 in the population. 

4. [Store] Store the best solutions in each iteration. 

5. [Test] If the termination criteria is met, then return the maximum of the best solutions 

stores in each iteration as the final solution and [stop]. Otherwise, go to step 6. 

6. [New population] Create a new population by repeating the following steps until 

𝑁 offspring have been generated.  

a) [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their 

fitness score. 

b) [Crossover] Using a crossover probability, apply the crossover operation on the 

selected parents to form offspring. If no crossover is performed, the offspring is 

an exact copy of the selected parents. 

c) [Mutation] Using a mutation probability, apply the mutation operation on the 

offspring. 

d) [Accepting] Place the new offspring in the new population. 

7.  [Replace] Replace the old population with the new population. 

8. [Increment] Increment the generation completed by one. 

9. [Loop] Go to step 3. 
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5. Steps of a Genetic Algorithm to Solve the Travelling 

Salesman Problem 

5.1 Chromosome Representation 

Binary encoding, permutation encoding, value encoding, tree encoding and others 

can be used to represent chromosomes. In permutation encoding [7], every chromosome 

is a string of numbers creating a sequence which makes it the best suited for ordering 

problems, such as the travelling salesman problem. When using permutation encoding, 

each chromosome represents a possible solution. The length of a chromosome is equal to 

one more than the number of cities considered in the problem.  

Example of a chromosome: 

 

In the example chromosome above, the length is 10 because we are considering 9 

cities in the problem. Each gene represents a city, so 1 represents City 1, 2 represents 

City 2, and so on. This sequence of numbers shows the route that the salesman will take. 

In the above example, the salesman will travel from City 1 to City 4 to City 6 and so on, 

until he ends his journey back in City 1. 

5.2 Initial Population 

  40 randomly generated chromosomes are used as the initial population. Therefore, 

the initial population size N = 40. Each chromosome in the population must meet the 

following requirements: 

1  4  6  2  5  9  8  3  7  1 
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1. The starting and ending gene in the chromosome must represent the hometown of the 

salesman. 

2. All cities, except the hometown of the salesman, must appear exactly once in a 

chromosome. 

5.3 Fitness Function 

The fitness score represents how optimal the solution is and is evaluated using the 

fitness function. In the travelling salesman problem, the optimal solution is one which 

contains a smaller total travelling distance. Therefore, the fitness function is simply the 

inverse of the total travelling distance as follows: 

𝑓(𝑥)  =  1 / total travelling distance represented by chromosome 𝑥 

5.4 Selection Operator 

The Roulette wheel selection method can be used in the travelling salesman 

problem [8]. This is a method of selection in which chromosomes are placed into the 

mating pool according to their fitness score. This can be visualized as a literal roulette 

wheel containing all the members of the population. The size of each chromosome in the 

wheel represents the magnitude of its fitness score. As shown in figure 3, chromosomes 

with a higher fitness score occupy a larger section of the roulette wheel. 

 Now imagine that we spin the roulette wheel and throw a marble in it while it 

rotates. When the roulette wheel stops, the chromosome containing the marble is 

selected. Through this visualization, we can see that the chromosomes with a higher 

fitness score are more likely to be selected.  
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Figure 3: Roulette wheel selection 

5.5 Crossover Operator 

Crossover is the process used to combine information from two parents into an 

offspring. This operation is applied to all the chromosomes selected into the mating pool. 

Single point crossover is a common method of crossover used in genetic algorithms. 

When using this method, 1 crossover point is randomly selected in both parents (the 

crossover point should be at the same position in both chromosomes). The substring 

before the crossover point from Parent 1 is copied into Offspring 1 and the substring after 

the crossover point of Parent 2 is also copied into Offspring 1. The roles of Parent 1 and 

Parent 2 are reversed to create Offspring 2. This method of crossover can be 

demonstrated as the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example, we have omitted the hometown of the salesman in the first and 

last position of the chromosome because they are fixed. For the same reasons, the 

Parent 1 

4  6  2   5  9  8  3  7   3  2  6   8  4  5  7  9   

Parent 2 

4  6  2   8  4  5  7  9   

Offspring 1 

3  2  6   5  9  8  3  7   

 

Offspring 2 
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hometown of the salesman is also omitted in the mutation operation that follows. When 

the mutation operation is complete, we will append the hometown of the salesman to the 

first and last position of the chromosomes. 

 Note that in this example both offspring present infeasible solutions. Offspring 1 

is infeasible because City 4 appears twice and City 3 no longer appears. In Offspring 2, 

City 3 appears twice and city 4 no longer appears. Due to the potential of infeasible 

solutions, single point crossover cannot be used to solve the travelling salesman problem. 

Instead, we will use order crossover [9], which never generates an infeasible solution. 

The process begins with two parents as follows: 

 

 

 

As the diagram shows, we have selected two crossover points at positions 3 and 6 

instead of just one. Order crossover is applied in the following steps: 

1. Copy all genes between first and second crossover point from Parent 1 into Offspring 1 

as follows: 

 

 

2. Select a gene after the second crossover point from Parent 2. In this case, it is 7 and it 

does not yet exist in Offspring 1, so it is copied as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Offspring 1 

4  6  2   5  9  8   3  7 

Parent 1 

3  2  6   8  4  5   7  9 

Parent 2 

-  -  -   5  9  8   -  - 

-  -  -   5  9  8  7  - 

Offspring 1 
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3. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 9 but it already exists in Offspring 1, 

so it is discarded. 

4. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 3 and it does not yet exist in 

Offspring 1, so it is copied as follows: 

 

 

5. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 2 and it does not yet exist in 

Offspring 1, so it is copied as follows: 

 

 

6. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 6 and it does not yet exist in 

Offspring 1, so it is copied as follows: 

 

 

7. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 8 and but it already exists in 

Offspring 1, so it is discarded. 

8. Select the next gene from Parent 2. In this case, it is 4 and it does not yet exist in 

Offspring 1, so it is copied as follows:  

 

 

Through these steps, we have created Offspring 1. The above steps are repeated, 

with the roles of Parent 1 and Parent 2 reversed, in order to create Offspring 2. 

  

2  -  -   5  9  8  7  3 

-  -  -   5  9  8  7  3 

Offspring 1 

Offspring 1 

2  6  -   5  9  8  7  3 

Offspring 1 

2  6  4   5  9  8  7  3 

Offspring 1 
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5.6 Mutation Operator 

The mutation operator is used to model Darwin’s theory of evolution through 

natural selection and to restore lost genetic information into the population. A common 

method of mutation is bitwise mutation which flips a randomly selected bit value from 0 

to 1 or vice versa. However, we cannot use this method for the travelling salesman 

problem because it may generate infeasible solutions. Bitwise mutation applied at 

position 4 is demonstrated in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

The new mutated offspring represents an infeasible solution because City 5 no 

longer exists in the chromosome and City 7 appears twice. 

An alternative method is swap mutation [10], which never generates an infeasible 

solution. The process goes as follows: 

1. Randomly select two genes from offspring. 

2. Swap positions of genes selected in Step 1. 

Swap mutation applied at position 3 and 6 is demonstrated in the following diagram: 

 

 

 

 

Offspring 

2  6  4  5  9  8  7  3 

2  6  4  7  9  8  7  3 

New mutated offspring 

2  6  4  5  9  8  7  3 

Offspring 

2  6  8  5  9  4  7  3 

New mutated offspring 
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5.7 Replacement Strategy 

In every iteration, once all the offspring have been generated, all chromosomes in 

the old population are replaced by the new offspring population. 

5.8 Parameters of a Genetic Algorithm 

A set of parameters [6] are needed for a genetic algorithm. In order to converge to 

an optimal solution, these parameters must be fine-tuned. The following subsections 

describe each of these parameters. 

5.8.1 Population Size  

In a genetic algorithm, it is beneficial to have a larger population because it 

provides the algorithm more genetic material for selection, crossover and mutation. This 

allows it to converge to a more optimal solution. Therefore, a genetic algorithm that can 

handle better solutions are bigger, which causes an issue for the algorithm’s speed. In 

each iteration, every chromosome’s fitness must be evaluated. A larger population means 

that the computer must perform additional evaluations. As a result, the algorithm is 

performing computationally expensive procedures. Taking this into account, a population 

size of around 40 chromosomes is ideal. This number can vary depending on the 

evaluation complexity. 

5.8.2 Crossover Rate 

In the literature regarding genetic algorithms, crossover rate is conventionally 

denoted as pc, the probability of crossover. As with any probability, the crossover rate 
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varies from 0 to 1. It is calculated in genetic algorithms by solving for the number of 

pairs to be crossed to some fixed population. Typically, for a population size between 30 

and 200, the crossover rate ranges from 0.5 to 1. 

 When we perform crossover on two chromosomes, we can see that there will be 

instances when the offspring produced may not contain a combination of ideal substrings 

based upon whether the crossover points fall into a beneficial place. However, our 

genetic algorithm accounts for this by ensuring that additional copies of appropriate 

offspring are added to the next mating pool at a higher rate. Furthermore, if high fitness 

chromosomes are not generated by crossover, the selection operators will ensure that they 

do not survive by selecting them at a low rate in subsequent generations. The crossover 

operator can have a beneficial or detrimental effect. In order to preserve the beneficial 

chromosomes in the mating pool, not all chromosomes are used in crossover. 

 If a crossover rate of 𝑃𝑐 is applied, 100𝑃𝑐 % of the population will go through 

crossover while 100(1 −  𝑃𝑐) % will remain as it is in the current generation. We could 

deterministically copy the best chromosomes in the 100(1 −  𝑃𝑐) % of the current 

population to the new population, but we will do this at random because a crossover 

operation is mainly responsible for discovering new chromosomes. 

 To summarize, the crossover operation will not be applied on all selected 

chromosomes. In our algorithm, we will set 𝑃𝑐 at 0.6 in order to preserve some of the 

chromosomes already represented in the mating pool. Therefore, the probability of 

crossover occurring is 60% for each selected chromosome. 
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5.8.3 Mutation Rate 

The mutation rate is the probability of mutation occurring, which is the ratio of 

the number of offspring to be mutated to some fixed population. The mutation operator 

preserves the diversity among the population by providing more genetic material, which 

is important when searching for an optimal solution. In natural populations, mutation 

probabilities are quite small, which leads us to conclude that mutation is appropriately 

considered a secondary mechanism of genetic algorithm adoption. 

 It is difficult to decide on a fixed mutation rate for many reasons. A very high 

mutation rate will render the search ineffective because it will reduce it to being random 

as opposed to randomized. On the other hand, a very low mutation rate would cause 

premature convergence due to the lack of genetic material. Premature convergence may 

mean that high-quality solutions are never found. Therefore, we must strike a balance 

between the randomness of a high mutation rate and the risk of premature convergence 

posed by a low mutation rate. Typically, for a population size between 30 and 200, the 

mutation rate ranges from 0.001 to 0.5. 

 Just like the crossover operation, the mutation operation is not applied on all the 

selected chromosomes. However, the crossover and mutation rate must differ because, 

according to genetics, the crossover rate is always greater than the mutation rate. In our 

algorithm, we will set the mutation rate to 0.4, so the probability of mutation occurring is 

40% for each selected chromosome. 
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5.8.4 Number of Genetic Generations 

The number of genetic generations refers to how many iterations we perform 

before we stop the genetic algorithm. This will depend on the complexity of the task. 

Therefore, instead of hard-coding a predetermined number of iterations, we will stop 

when there is no improvement in the quality of the solution for a certain time. We can 

implement this by defining a set of limit conditions, taking the task’s dimensions into 

account. 

The following are common stopping criteria for genetic algorithms: 

 Best chromosome found in population has not improved for last 𝑡 generations. 

 90% or more of the best chromosomes share the same fitness score. 

 Solution that satisfies minimum criteria has been found. 

 Allocated budget (computation time, money, etc.) reached. 

 Predetermined number of generations reached. 

 Combinations of the above. 

5.9 Stopping Criteria 

The stopping criteria can also be called the number of genetic generations. In our 

algorithm, we will make it stop when it has completed 600 generations.  

6. Advantages and Disadvantages of Genetic Algorithms 

 We can understand the strengths and weaknesses of genetic algorithms by 

comparing it with other search methods. This will also help highlight some important 

features of this class of algorithms. David Goldberg has performed this comparison to 
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identify the ways in which genetic algorithms differ from other search and optimization 

methods. We can use these differences to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

genetic algorithms as follows: 

 Genetic algorithms search a number of points at once rather than a single point at a time 

and uses this information to guide it. In a multi-modal search space, a point-to-point 

optimization method is particularly susceptible to false peaks. Because a genetic 

algorithm searches an entire population which represents a family of points in the search 

space, the likelihood of finding false peaks is lower than for a single-point method. 

However, single-point methods can be more efficient in certain search spaces. 

 Genetic algorithms do not work by directly set parameters but rather with encoded 

parameters. It may be difficult to encode all problems in an appropriate way but the 

travelling salesman problem can be easily encoded. 

 Genetic algorithms use a fitness function rather than auxiliary knowledge, to analyse the 

fit of a solution and therefore does not need any auxiliary information. Once a genetic 

algorithm analyses the fit of a point, it can use this to direct its search towards the optimal 

solution. Heuristic search techniques use domain-specific knowledge to guide the search. 

Their success depends on how a suitable heuristic is framed. For the travelling salesman 

problem, a genetic algorithm outperforms a heuristic search technique because the latter 

may not generate high quality solutions. 

 A genetic algorithm’s transition rules are probabilistic and not deterministic. Selection, 

crossover and mutation are all randomized processes so there is always a possibility that 

genetic material from unfit chromosomes will be passed on to the next generation. This 

stochastic nature of genetic algorithms means that it can find the optimal or near-optimal 

solution of optimization problems with a large input size in a practical length of time. 
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  Genetic algorithms are inherently parallel as it can deal with a large number of points 

simultaneously. This feature makes a genetic algorithm very powerful. 

 Genetic algorithms possess robustness, efficiency and flexibility when searching a search 

space for the optimal solution. 

 Genetic algorithms use both an exploration and exploitation mechanism to discover the 

optimal solution. 

7. Conclusion 

This tutorial has presented the basics of genetic algorithms, in the context of 

finding a near-optimal solution for an NP-Complete problem, such as the travelling 

salesman problem. We began by solving the problem with 4 cities without using 

algorithms. For slightly larger numbers such as 6, 7 or 8 cities, conventional 

programming methods, such as brute force, can be used to solve it but the length of time 

needed in order to solve for more than 8 cities is impractical. We used a genetic 

algorithm instead and have successfully solved the travelling salesman problem for 9 

cities. While a genetic algorithm is capable of finding a near-optimal solution to the 

problem, it may return slightly different solutions. 
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9.  Glossary 

 Chromosome: The candidate solution to a problem. 

 Crossover: The process of exchanging the part of representation solutions between 

two candidate solutions. 

 Encoding: Expressing the possible solutions in an appropriate way. 

 Exploitation: To make use of knowledge found at points previously visited to help 

find better points. 

 Exploration: To investigate new and unknown areas in the search space. 

 Fitness: A measure of the suitability of a possible solution to be selected to create 

the next generation. 

 Gene: The smallest unit in a genome. Each city is represented by a gene in the 

permutation encoding of the travelling salesman problem. 

 Generation: An iteration of the genetic algorithm. 

 Meta-heuristics: A framework of heuristics used to update a set of solutions during 

a search. 
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 Mutation: The process of changing the candidate solution possibly by swapping 

positions of two genes. 

 Optimum solution: The best solution 

 Population: The entire set of chromosomes. 

 Selection: The genetic operator that selects the chromosomes, according to their 

fitness score, into the mating pool in order to apply the crossover operation on them. 

 Search Space: The space for all possible feasible solutions.  
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Various Attacks on the RSA Cryptosystem 

and How to Prevent Them 
 

Yechan Cho 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of modern civilization, the power of information has 

become ever more significant. Therefore, it is of crucial importance that methods be 

developed which can protect information from entities other than the intended recipient. 

Instead of physically shielding the message from those who would intercept it, encrypting 

the message such that only the sender and the recipient can decrypt and understand the 

message is an effective strategy for securing information. This practice is known as 

cryptography.   

There have been many cryptosystems used in the past such as Ceaser cipher or 

Polyalphabetic cipher, but most of these cryptosystems can be divided into two kinds: 

private key encryption (or symmetric encryption) and public key encryption (or 

asymmetric encryption). In private key encryption, two people agree on a certain key 

which can be a random number, a text, or anything. Then, using the key, the person can 

encrypt the message in a particular way, and sends it to the person who shared the key. 

The recipient can then decrypt the message using the same key. However, with the 

proliferation of the internet as the primary mode of transmitting messages throughout the 

world, a new problem emerged. As mentioned before, private key encryption requires 

two parties to share a certain key in order to encrypt and decrypt a message. Then, how 
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can two people, who cannot physically meet, agree upon a key without interception? The 

answer was using public key encryption instead of using private key encryption. Public 

key encryption, or asymmetric encryption, is based on a simple, but clever concept. Let’s 

say Bob and Alice, are trying to share a message. When Bob wants to send Alice his 

message, Alice first generates her public key, which is used for encrypting a message, 

and sends it to Bob. Think of it as an open lock. Then, Bob encrypts his message using 

Alice’s public key, and sends it back to Alice. Finally, Alice decrypts Bob’s message 

using her private key. Notice that without having Alice’s private key, a person who is 

intercepting it cannot decrypt the message. One example of this is RSA encryption; the 

world’s most widely used cryptosystem. I will describe some of the ways by which the 

RSA encryption system can be attacked in order to gain access to the encrypted 

information.  

2. Factoring attack 

In RSA encryption, the public key is generated by the product of two large prime 

numbers. RSA encryption relies upon the difficulty in factoring this product. In the 

aforementioned example, Alice must first multiply two large prime numbers, P1 and P2, 

in order to generate a large number N for the public key. Then she can compute ϕ(N) 

easily by calculating ϕ(P1)* ϕ(P2), which changed into (P1-1)*(P2-1). Next, she has to 

find D by computing (k* ϕ(N)+1)/e and now she can decrypt the message from Bob using 

D. Factoring attacks attempts to solve for the prime factorization of N, which is P1*P2, in 

order to find out ϕ(N) more easily than by multiplying P1-1 and P2-1. However, RSA 

requires N to be more than 300 digits to be secure. Also, as N grows larger, time 

complexity for finding prime factorization dramatically increases. Eventually, even with 
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access to all the computational power on Earth, it would take thousands of years to 

calculate the prime factorization of N, making it impossible to find the value of ϕ(N) 

3. Ciphertext attack 

Ciphertext attack is based on the multiplicative property of RSA. Let’s say Alice 

generates a ciphertext C, which is equal to PE mod N, and sends it to Bob. However the 

eavesdropper, Eve, intercepts the message and calculates Y=𝐶×𝑋𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁, which means 

nothing, and sends it to Bob. Then Bob calculates Z= YD mod N and sends the nonsense 

result, Z, back to Alice to ask what it meant. Eve, who has the original message, C, 

intercepts Z from Bob. Eve can now easily find P, because 

𝑍 = 𝑌𝐷𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 = (𝐶 ∗ 𝑋𝐸)𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁=(𝐶𝐷 ∗ 𝑋𝐸𝐷)𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 = (𝐶𝐷 ∗ 𝑋)𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 = 𝑃 ∗

𝑋 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁  

𝑍 = (𝑃 ∗ 𝑋)𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 ⇒ 𝑃 = 𝑍 ∗ 𝑋−1𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑁 

 

 Eve used the extended Euclidean algorithm to find multiplicative inversion of 

X, and the value of P. 

 

4. Short message attack 

This attack is possible when the eavesdropper Eve, knows the number of possible 

initial texts, which gives additional information about the ciphertext. If Eve knows all the 

possible values of the initial text, then she can encrypt all possible messages with all 

possibilities until she obtains the same result as the ciphertext. For instance, if Bob sends 

Alice a message that starts with four digit number, then with the public encryption 

algorithm given, Eve can encrypt all the possible starting text that she knows, until she 

gets the same ciphertext with the original message and find out the source code. Optimal 
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asymmetric encryption padding (OAEP) is an algorithm developed in order to combat the 

short message attack.  

5. Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding 

 In order to prevent short message attacks, the first message must be long enough 

such that it is not feasible to test all possible encryption schemes. To this end, scientists 

and mathematicians developed the OAEP algorithm in order to make short messages 

longer and safer. Figure 1 demonstrates how the OAEP algorithm functions.  

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
       

 

 

       

 

Figure 1. Encryption Scheme for OAEP 
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Encryption: 

The following illustrates the steps of the encryption process. 

 

1. Alice adds zeros to k-bit message m to make it n –bit . We denote it by M.(M= 
m||0(n−k)) 

2. Alice chooses a random number r of k bits. Note that r is used only once and then 

discarded. 

 
Example 1. Let k=15, m=961 303 453 135 835 , n=18. So M=961 303 453 135 835 000. 

For make random r one can use Matlab function randi (see [9]) 

 

>> r = randi(10^15,1,1) 

r =     9.705927817606160e+14 

>> uint64(r) 

ans =      970592781760616 

As we see, r=970 592 781 760 616. 

 

3. Alice uses a public one-way function G, which takes an integer r -bit numbers and 

creates n-bit integer (n is a size of M and r <n). This is the mask. 

 

Example 2. 

For the previous value of r one can use a loop 

 

>> hash = 0; a= 493; b = 371; 

while hash < 10000000000000000 

hash = hash * b+r*a; 

a=a*b; 

    end 

>> uint64(hash) 

ans =   478502241407983680 

 

The result will be G(r)= 478 502 241 407 983 680. It has 18 bit length. 

 

4. Alice uses a mask G(r) to create the first part of the code 𝑃1 = 𝑀 ⊕ 𝐺(𝑟)  

 
Example 3. 

Let’s illustrate find of P1. For the previous values of M and of G(r) one can use Matlab 

embedded operation bitxor equal to ⊕. 

 
>> M=961303453135835000; bitxor(M,hash) 

ans =     8.615323921881129e+17 

>> uint64(ans) 

ans =   861532392188112896 
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The result – P1=861 532 392 188 112 896. 

 

5. Alice generates the second part of the original text 𝑃2 = 𝐻(𝑃1) ⊕ 𝑟. Function H - 

other public function that takes n -bit input messages and creates a k -bit output 

messages. This function is used to allow Bob to create a mask again after decryption. 

 
Example 4. 

Let’s illustrate find of P2. As an example of hash function one can offer H(x)= x2 mod Z, 

where Z=123 456 789 012 345. 

 

>> x=ans^2 

x = 18446744073709551615 

>> Z=123456789012345; H=mod(x,Z) 

H =       77573062986405 

>> bitxor(H,r) 

ans =      901818027045581 

 

Thus, P2= 901 818 027 045 581. 

 
6. Alice generates ciphertext C = PE= (P1 || P2)E and sends C to Bob. 

Here symbol “II” means concatenation, e.g. the result of operation ’Seoul is’II’ the capital 

of South Korea’ is ’Seoul is the capital of South Korea’. 

 

 
Exercise 1. 

Create MATLAB code which can  

a) construct a function G(r) which generate random string r and expand it to the size n 

bits 

b) do operation m||0(n−k)⊕G(r) for given numbers m, n=19, k=14 and G(r) 

c) construct function H(x) which transforms n bit number to k bit number 

 

Solution 

a) To construct function G let’s use a sample in Ex.2. The numbers a and b one can 

select different: 

k=14;n=18;r = randi(10^k,1,1); 

 >> hash = 0; a= 473; b = 381; 

while hash < 10^(n-1)% 17 zeros 

hash = hash * b+r*a; 

a=a*b; 

    end; 

>> hash 
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hash =     5.113952548605440e+18 

>> uint64(hash) 

ans =  5113952548605440000 

 

b) This part can be made as following 

 

>> m=19023457896201;M=m*10^(n-k) 

M =     1.902345789620100e+17 %18 bits 

>>P1= bitxor(hash,M) % MG(r) 

ans =     4.925726231591289e+18 

>> uint64(ans) 

ans =  4925726231591288832 

 

c) To construct function H let’s use a sample in Ex.2. One can change the number Z: 

 

>> x=P1^2 

x =     2.426277890858652e+37 

>> Z=123456789054321;  

>> H=mod(x,Z) 

H =     1.102204297683090e+14 

>> uint64(H) 

ans =      110220429768309 
 

Decryption.  

The following steps illustrate the process of decryption: 

1. Bob generates P = CD= (P1 || P2). 

2. Bob first updates the value of r, using 𝐻(𝑃1) ⊕ 𝑃2 = 𝐻(𝑃1) ⊕ 𝐻(𝑃2) ⊕ 𝑟 = 𝑟. 

 

Example 5. 

To illustrate it let’s use bitxor operation again: 

 

>> P2=bitxor(H,r); bitxor(H,P2) 

ans =      970592781760616 

As we see, the result is equal to r. 

3. Bob applies 𝐺(𝑟) ⊕ 𝑃1 = 𝐺(𝑟) ⊕  𝐺(𝑟) ⊕ 𝑀 = 𝑀 to update the value of 

supplemented message. 

 
Example 6. 

Applying the same Matlab operation, we get 

 

>> P1=861532392188112896; 

>> R=bitxor(hash,P1) 

R =     9.613034531358351e+17 

>> uint64(R/1000) 
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ans =      961303453135835 

 
This number - R/1000 – is equal to the message m. 

 

4. After removing the adding of M, Bob gets is the original message. 

 
Exercise 2. 

Using examples 1-6 and results of exercise 1 to realize short OAEP scheme in MATLAB for the 

message m=190 234 578 962 01, n=18. 

Solution 

First part of the code was done in Exercise 1. 

 
k=14;n=18;r = randi(10^k,1,1); % number r will be 

different at the every iteration 

hash = 0; a= 11; b = 381; % values of a and b can 

be varying to achieve the desired length of G(r) 

while hash < 10^(n-1)% 17 zeros 

hash = hash * b+r*a; 

a=a*b; 

    end; 

hash 

hash =     5.689158068017912e+17 % G(r) 

>> uint64(hash) 
ans =   568915806801791168 

>> m=19023457896201;M=m*10^(n-k) 

M =     1.902345789620100e+17 %18 bits 

>>P1= bitxor(hash,M) % MG(r) 

P1 =     3.802471215105491e+17 

>> uint64(ans) 

ans =   380247121510549120 

>> x=P1^2 

x =          1.445878734170583e+35 

>> Z=123456789054321;  

>> H=mod(x,Z) % H(P1) 

H =     8.744239827438600e+13 

>> uint64(H) 

ans =       874 423 982 743 86 

 

To make the second one let’s repeat the sequence in examples 5-6: 

 

>> P2=bitxor(H,r) % H(P1)r 
P2 =     1.256033292024320e+14 

>> uint64(P2) 

ans =      125603329202432 

>> bitxor(H,P2) % H(P1)P2 
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ans =     6.787351548577800e+13 

>> uint64(ans) 

ans =       67873515485778 

>> uint64(r) % checking results 

ans =       67873515485778 % computations are 

right! 

>> bitxor(hash,P1) % return to the message M 

ans =     1.902345789620100e+17 

>> uint64(ans/10^(n-k)) 

ans =       19023457896201 % decoding was 

successful  

 

Exercise 3. 

Generate MATLAB code, which will realize full OAEP scheme, including standard RSA steps, 

describing in introduction (i.e. select  P ,Q and E and find D= E-1mod (P-1)(Q-1) due to the 

Extended Euclidean algorithm- see [10] ).It also should include point 6 for Alice with point 1 for 

Bob. Test it for message m= 221 305 447 896; n=17; q=3083, p=1907, E=5777. As the subtotals 

user should see 

 random number r; 

 mask G(r) 

 parts of text P1 and P2 

 ciphertext C 

 D and CD 

 Encrypted  supplemented message M 

 initial message m. 

Solution 

Since we have generated code for find random number r and mask G(r) let’s concentrate 

on the concatenation and remember how to make ciphertext using RSA. 

Remark, that big message require large numbers p and q, so we will restrict ourselves to 

the case when P1 and P2 are three digits numbers. Let’s take P1=121 and P2=379 as example. 

 

>> k=3; P1=121; P2=379; P=P1*10^3+P2 

P =  121379 

then we use functions 

 

a) to power for encoding 

function [s] = func_p(P, Q, e, m) 

n = P * Q 
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if e < 1 | e > n | gcd(e, n) ~= 1  

    'Enter correct data' 

end 

s = modulopower(m, e, n) 

end 

  

function R = modulopower(X, N, M) 

X = rem(X, M); 

R = 1; 

while N > 0 

   if rem(N, 2) == 0 

       X = rem(X * X, M); 

       N = N / 2; 

   else 

       R = rem(R * X, M); 

       N = N - 1; 

   end 

end 

end 

 
Calling this function gives  

 
>> E=5777;q=3083; p=1907;func_p(p,q,E,P) 

n =     5879281 

s =     2225453% PE 

 
b) to find inverse modulo ϕ 

function [d] = func_r(P, Q, e) 

 phi = (P-1) * (Q-1) 

if e < 1 | e > phi | gcd(e, phi) ~= 1  

    'Enter correct data' 

end 

d = reverse(e, phi) 

end 

  

function R = reverse(M, N) 

%Calculate reverse for M modulo N. 

  

[x, y, d] = egcd(M, N); 

if d == 1 

    R = mod(x, N); 

    return 

end 

'There are no reverse for M modulo N.' 

end 
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function [x, y, d] = egcd(a, b) 

%Extended Euclidean algorithm. 

%Сalculate greatest common divisor. 

  
a = abs(a);b = abs(b); 

  

if b == 0 

    x = 1;    y = 0;    d = a; 

    return 

end 

  

x1 = 0;x2 = 1;y1 = 1;y2 = 0; 

  

while b > 0 

   q = floor(a / b); 

   r = a - q * b; 

    

   xtmp = x2 - q * x1; 

   ytmp = y2 - q * y1; 

    

   a = b;   b = r; 

    

   x2 = x1;   x1 = xtmp; 

   y2 = y1;   y1 = ytmp; 

end 

  

x = x2;y = y2;d = a; 

end 

 

Calling this function gives  

>> func_r(p, q, E) 

phi =     5874292 

d =       64061 

 

c) to power for decoding 

>> func_p(p,q,d,2225453) 

n =     5879281 

ans =   121379 % Cd 

This result is equal to P. 

d) to separate P into two numbers we can apply th inverse procedure with respect to a) 

>> P1=fix(P/1000) 

P1=   121 

 

>> P2=P-P1*1000 
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P2 =   379 

 

 

 

6. Conclusion 

 Factoring, ciphertext, and short message attacks are all methods by which the 

RSA cryptosystem can be subverted. However, methods such as OAEP can combat these 

attacks. 

For example, in order to prevent a factoring attack, prime numbers P1 and P2 must at 

least 150 digits so that N (which will be 300 digits) is big enough to prevent computation 

of the prime factorization N within a feasible amount of time. Also, in order to prevent 

the ciphertext attack, message senders can create a distinctive digital signature such that 

the hacker cannot change the original message. Furthermore, a ciphertext must go 

through OAEP in order to prevent the short message attacks.  

In the future, RSA cryptosystems may not be as secure as they are today.  

It is possible that other mathematical algorithms will be developed in order to crack RSA 

cryptosystems by utilizing quantum computing, which is a theoretical computing system 

that uses quantum to handle data and is theoretically 100 million times faster than 

ordinary computer. This would enable the computation of prime factorizations of 

products of large numbers, which makes factoring attacks feasible. Also, I would be 

interested in researching other cryptosystems like triple DES, which uses three 56-bit 

numbers for the encryption, blowfish, which is known for its fast speed and effectiveness, 

twofish, which was developed by computer security expert, Bruce Schneier, or AES, 

which is algorithm that is standardized by US government. 
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 In conclusion, while RSA encryption is not infallible, we can still conclude that 

RSA encryption is safe with the addition of algorithms which can prevent certain attacks.  

However, further studies will be necessary to develop algorithms which prevent attacks 

that target the RSA cryptosystem. 
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